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Agent: Caroline Michel

UK Publisher: Jonathan Cape

UK Editor: Michael Shavit

US Publisher: Grove

US Editor: Elisabeth Schmitz

Publication: October 2023

Material available:
Full unedited MS Nov 2022

Length: 60-70,000 words

Previous publishers:
Arabic (Roueya Publishing)

Azerbaijani (Qanun) 
Bulgarian (Prozorets) 

Catalan (Periscopi)
Chinese (Thinkingdom) 

Dutch (Atlas Contact) 
French (Buchet)

German (Kein & Aber) 
Greek (Gutenberg) 

Italian (Mondadori) 
Japanese (Kawade Shobo

Shinsha)
Korean (Minumsa) 

Mongolian (Bolorsudar) 
Persian (Houpaa Books)

Portuguese, Portugal (Elsinore)
Portuguese, Brazil (DarkSide

Books) 
Romanian (Humanitas) 

Russian (No Kidding Press) 
Slovakian (Albatros) 

Spanish (Lumen) 
Swedish (Wahlstrom & 

Widstrand) 
Taiwanese (Waves)

Turkish (Kafka Kitap) 
Ukrainian (Library of Babel) 

Vietnamese (1980 books)

Japanese co-agent: 
Tuttle-Mori

Jeanette Winterson CBE was born in Manchester and
read English at Oxford, during which time she wrote her
first novel, the Whitbread award winning Oranges Are Not
the Only Fruit. Since then, she has written over a dozen
novels, children’s books and short story collections. She was
awarded an CBE for services to literature in 2018. Her 2019
novel Frankissstein was longlisted for the Booker Prize.

NIGHT SIDE OF THE RIVER
Jeanette Winterson

Fiction

Praise for 12 Bytes:

'Very funny... A kind of comparative mythology, where
the hype and ideology of cutting-edge tech is read
through the lens of far older stories’ The Spectator

'Refreshingly optimistic’ The Guardian

Light a candle. Watch the shadows. Read on…

A collection of haunting ghost stories from Sunday Times-
best selling author, Jeanette Winterson. This enchanting
collection will include thirteen stories centered around
different themes - from ghastly garments to haunted
rooms, strange objects and unexpected places...

Why do so many people all over the world believe in
ghosts and spirits? How do we explain personal sightings
or manifestations? Is the brain unable to accept death? Is
the ‘Afterlife Industry’ – and that includes all religions –
the world’s first disruptive start-up?

Night Side of the River blends fictional encounters of the
supernatural with the author’s own experiences of
spectrality, haunting and the otherworldly. Playing on the
fiction writer’s straddling of the divide between
imagination and reality, Winterson explores this liminal
space in her interrogation of the hazy spaces between the
sleeping and waking world.
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Agent: Caroline Michel

Publisher: Chatto & Windus

Editor: Clara Farmer

Publication: 
Autumn 2023

Material available: 
Full unedited manuscript

Length: 50,000 words

Previous publishers:
Dutch (De Geus) 

French (JC Lattes)
German (Suhrkamp)

Hungarian (XXI. Szazad)
Italian (Einaudi)

Russian (Eksmo)
Romanian (Humanitas)

Turkish (Kultur)

Japanese co-agent:
The English Agency

Previous titles:
Lily

Music and Silence 
The Colour

Islands of Mercy
Rose Tremain’s novels and short stories have been
published in thirty countries and have been Sunday Times
bestsellers and won many awards, including the Orange
Prize (The Road Home), the Dylan Thomas Award (The
Colonel's Daughter and Other Stories), the Whitbread Novel
of the Year (Music & Silence) and the James Tait Black
Memorial Prize (Sacred Country). Gustav Sonata won the
National Jewish Book Award in the US, the South Bank
Sky Arts Award in the UK and was shortlisted for the
Costa Novel Award. Rose Tremain was made a CBE in
2007 and a Dame in 2020. She lives in Norfolk and
London with the biographer, Richard Holmes.

ALWAYS AND FOREVER
Rose Tremain

Praise for Lily:

'Lily, in addition to its pellucid prose, is shamelessly
gripping' - Daily Telegraph

'A heartbreaking story set in Victorian England from the
pitch-perfect pen of Rose Tremain’ – The Times

Drawing on memories of her own youth in the 1950s and 1960s
in Berkshire and London, Rose Tremain’s electrifying short
novel explores the complexities and all-consuming nature of
first love.

Marianne Clifford, 15, only child of an army colonel and his vain
wife, Lal, falls helplessly for Simon Hurst, 18, whose cleverness
and physical beauty suggest that he will go forward without
difficulty into a successful and monied future, helped on by
doting parents. But fate intervenes. Simon’s plans are blown
off course and Marianne is forced to bury her dreams of a
future in the arms of the only man she will ever love.

Characterising herself as ignorant and unworthy, Marianne has
underestimated her own worth. We begin to believe that -
supported by her courageous Scottish friend, Petronella - she
will find the life she never stops craving. But what we can’t
envisage is that beneath Simon's blithe exterior, he has a secret
which will alter everything in a way that we never expected…
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Agent: Lucy Barry

Co-agent: 
Fortuna Co., Ltd Japan

Japanese Publisher: 
Chuokoron shinsha

Publication:
May 2020

Length: 256 pages

Material available: 
Full Japanese Manuscript

Sample translation by Polly 
Barton

Rights sold
Korean (Hansmedia)

Previous publishers: 
Brazil (Grupo Autentica) 

Chinese (Post Wave/Gingko)
Indonesian (Penerbit Haru)  

Italian (Edizione E/O)
Thai (EKA) 

Turkish (Ithaki) 
Spanish (Quaterni Editorial)

Previous title:
Where the Wild Ladies Are

Aoko Matsuda is a writer and translator. In 2013, her debut

book, Stackable, was nominated for the Mishima Yukio Prize and
the Noma Literary New Face Prize. In 2019, her short story 'The
Woman Dies', published on GRANTA online, was shortlisted for a
Shirley Jackson Award. In 2021, Her short story collection Where
the Wild Ladies Are, was published by Tilted Axis Press in the UK
and Soft Skull in the US. The collection was translated into eight
languages and won a World Fantasy Award. TIME magazine and
The New Yorker selected it as a best book of the year.

THE SUSTAINABLE USE OF 
OUR SOULS 
Aoko Matsuda

Praise for Where the Wild Ladies Are:

‘Matsuda’s agenda is mischievously feminist … It pairs

the delicate eeriness of traditional Japanese folklore

with a kooky, contemporary sensibility’ The New Yorker

‘Funny, beautiful, surreal and relatable, this is a

phenomenal book’ The Guardian

‘Delightfully uncanny … Matsuda’s retellings are

feminist with a vengeance … Deftly translated’ The New

York Times

We talk about the things that happened and the things that didn’t

happen; we talk about them over and over, redoing them, examining

them, carrying out simulations.

When Keiko returns to Japan after a month-long trip to Canada
visiting her sister, she is struck by the submissive nature of the
women she encounters back in her homeland. As she settles
back into life in Japan, she starts to notice how the behaviour of
the women around her is reflected by the young female idols
which saturate popular culture and who are sexualised and
infantilised. However, one woman breaks this mould. Known
only as xx, this radical idol encourages women to express
themselves freely. Keiko becomes infatuated by her.

Despite xx’s powerful performances and growing popularity,
those known as the ‘Old Guys’ are still in charge, even as they
become less and less relevant in society. But xx offers a new
vision for the future, a future free of the archaic laws of the past
- but is it too late to save Japan? And can Japanese society
continue to function without adhering to its outdated customs?
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Agent: Lisette Verhagen

Length: 70,000 words

Material available: 

Full unedited manuscript

On submission Autumn 2022

Flora Carr was named one of 40 Emerging Writers 2020/2021

with the London Library and previous winner of the prestigious Vogue
Talent Contest. In 2020 her short story Starling was Highly
Commended for the Harper’s Bazaar Short Story Prize and praised as a
‘sophisticated story with beautifully modulated writing’ by Bernardine
Evaristo. She was also shortlisted for the 2018 V.S. Pritchett Short Story
Prize. Her journalistic work has appeared in TIME Magazine, British
ELLE, Radio Times, and The Observer New Review. Woman, Mother,
Prisoner, Queen is her first novel.

WOMAN, MOTHER, PRISONER, QUEEN
Flora Carr

Fiction

For fans of Maggie O’Farrell’s Hamnet and Pat Barker’s
The Silence of the Girls

The summer of 1567. Scotland is tearing itself apart.
Fresh from the battlefield, a pregnant Mary, Queen of
Scots is dragged out of her palace and sent to Lochleven,
a castle situated in the middle of a vast loch. Her infant
son and heir Prince James is captured by her enemies.
She does not know if she will ever see him again. But she
is not alone. Jane and Cuckoo, two very different
chambermaids, will accompany her. When they arrive at
Lochleven, the men around Mary smell blood. But it’s not
just the men. Her female captors, including Margaret
Erskine, a formidable courtier in her fifties and former
mistress to the king, they all want her dead. Instead, they
settle on the abdication of her throne.

An eleven-month imprisonment follows. The women are
moved to the tower of the castle, the tower becomes
their entire world. They share everything: their food,
their beds, even their periods are in sync. But Mary is
plotting her escape, one that relies on the bravery of her
women and a lot of luck, who will she entrust to join her?
And can Mary, often suffering from depression, find the
courage to risk her life once again?

Woman, Mother, Prisoner, Queen is a stunning literary
debut novel. It’s a celebration of resilience and the
limitless bond of female friendship about one of the most
charismatic female leaders in history.
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Japanese co-agent 

To be confirmed



Agent: Cara Lee Simpson

Australian Publisher: Ultimo 

Press

Editor: Alex Craig

Publication: March 2023

Length: 260 pages

Material available:

Full edited manuscript

Kira McPherson is originally from Western Australian
and has lived in London since 2013, where she works in
politics and research for film and TV. Her short stories have
been published in Westerly and the Stockholm Review of
Literature. She was a recipient of a 2018 London Writers
Award, highly commended in the 2018 Spread the Word
London Short Story Prize, shortlisted for the 2017 London
Magazine Essay Competition and longlisted for the 2017
Exeter Writers Short Story Competition. Higher Education is her
first novel.

HIGHER EDUCATION
Kira McPherson

Fiction

There’s who she is, where she’s from, and who she
could become.

Sam is struggling to find her place at university. There
are so many parts of her that don’t seem to fit – her
family doesn’t understand her new life, and her new
friends don’t know the secrets that she carries with
her: the sudden death of her father, her brother’s
trouble with the law, and her sense that she feels things
that make her different.

That changes when a lecturer introduces Sam to Julia,
his charming wife and a corporate lawyer who agrees
to mentor Sam through law school. Their closeness
provides a way for Sam to understand who she is, and
who she wants to become.

With time, this unspools into a dynamic of mutual
preoccupation and boundary crossing, as they navigate
their feelings for one another, the appropriateness of
their relationship, and where it might be heading.

Higher Education is a story about identity,
intellectualism and class, and the transformative power
of education from an exceptional new voice in
Australian literary fiction.
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Japanese co-agent 

To be confirmed



Agent: Lisette Verhagen

Korean Publisher: 

Munhakdonge

Publication: 2015

Foreign rights sold: 

Japan (Kobunsha)

Length: 196 pages 

Material available: 

English sample translation 

Full Korean manuscript

Lim Solah is a multiple award-winning South Korean poet
and novelist—a rising star well-known within the Korean
literary community. She has authored several poetry and
short-story collections, and recently won the prestigious
Munhakdongne Young Writer’s Award for the short story
Tending to a Fruit Fly. Though her poetry collection
Grotesque Weather and Good People (tr. Olan Munson & Oh
Eunkyung) was published by Black Ocean in 2022, most of
her work remains unavailable in translation.

THE BEST LIFE
Lim Solah

A chilling and seductive debut novel and a portrait of
girls at an age when everything can go terribly wrong
from Korean rising star, Lim Solah.

The fifteen-year-old Gangy, goes to the prestigious
Jeonmin-dong Middle School. A school her parents can
barely afford. Among the rich kids she is an outcast and
struggles to fit in. Things get easier when she meets Aram
and Soyoung, two girls who don't single her out. Seyoung is
pretty, wealthy and dreams of becoming an actress. Aram is
an outcast herself, from a deprived background and no
stranger to domestic violence. Together the girls create
their own world and soon decide to run away together. They
get new haircuts and travel to Seoul where they end up
living in an emergency exit staircase in an apartment
complex. The girls feel like bosses but soon their friendship
starts to turn. Although Gangy is convinced she is living the
best life, she fails to see she is coming closer and closer to
unthinkable violence.

The Best Life is a fever dream of a novel written in raw,
stripped-back prose and based on the author’s own
experience of running away from home in her teens. It’s a
coming-of-age story about toxic female friendships, queer
identity, and the brutal angst of youth. For readers of
Mariana Enriquez’s The Dangers of Smoking in Bed and Cho
Nam-Joo’S Kim Jijoung, Born 1982.
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Agent: Kate Evans

Material available: 

Full unedited manuscript

On submission Autumn 2022

Japanese co-agent: 

To be confirmed

Rose McDonagh was born in Edinburgh. She lives in
Scotland with her husband. She is trained as a counsellor
and has several years’ experience working in trauma
support and community health. Her stories have won the
Bath Flash Fiction Award and been shortlisted for the
Bridport Prize, the London Magazine Short Story
Competition, the Dinesh Allirajah Prize and the Bristol Prize.
Her first short story collection, The Dog Husband, will be
published by Reflex Press in Spring 2022.

MOUNTAIN
Rose McDonagh

With an atmosphere calling to mind classics like The Yellow
Wallpaper and The Turn of the Screw but with the pace and
relentless tension of Tana French or Laura Purcell, Rose
McDonagh’s Mountain will crawl under your skin and stay
there.

It’s New Years Eve in Edinburgh when Emily sees Nicky.
Well, she thinks she sees Nicky. He looks like Nicky, he
laughs like Nicky, he moves just like Nicky. But Nicky died
when they were teenagers in the highlands.

It’s a week later when Emily meets Nicholas. He looks like
Nicky, he laughs like Nicky… he knows some things only
Nicky should know.

As Emily’s encounters with Nicholas become more
frequent, and her fixation intensifies, we are left to ask
what’s really going on… Is this a ghost story? Is it
something darker? Is Emily simply going mad?

Longlisted for the Caledonia First Novel Award and the Lucy
Cavendish Fiction Prize, Mountain grapples with faith,
memory, and the enduring hold of teenage obsession.
Composed in taut, beautiful prose, it’s a very different kind
of page-turner.
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Agent: Cara Lee Simpson

Publisher: Fig 

Tree/Penguin General 

Editor: Helen Garnons-

Williams

Publication: Spring 2024

Length: 260 pages

Material available: 

Full unedited manuscript

Roxy Dunn is a Writer/Performer and graduate of the
BBC Comedy Writersroom. She’s acted in multiple
television sitcoms and her shows have received sell-out
runs at The Edinburgh Fringe and SOHO Theatre. Her
scripts have been optioned by several production
companies and her comedy pilot Useless Millennials was
commissioned and broadcast on BBC Radio 4. She is the
author of two poetry pamphlets: Clowning (Eyewear) and Big
Sexy Lunch (Verve Press).

NOT YOUR ENDING
Roxy Dunn

Fiction

Sometimes you’re held back by your own story…

Since the age of seventeen, Margot has strategically navigated
her way in and out of relationships, honing her search for a
compatible life partner in the knowledge she intends to be a
mother in the future. Now at thirty-four, after more than a
decade spent with different men, she finds herself on the cusp
of pursuing single motherhood but constrained by her narrative
that she should become a parent only when she finds a suitable
partner. As she counts down the hours until tomorrow’s fertility
clinic appointment, can she find a way to let go of her imagined
ending?

Not Your Ending charts Margot’s relationships over the course
of seventeen years leading to her ultimate decision about
whether or not to undergo motherhood alone. It’s a novel about
how the opportunity to have children feels inexorably tied to
the pursuit of the right partner; at its core it’s a story about
letting go of the narratives that we construct for our lives.
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Japanese co-agent 

To be confirmed



Agent: Caroline Michel

US publisher: St Martins Press

US editor: Charles Spicer

Publication: Winter 2024

Length: 100,000 words

Material available:
Full unedited manuscript

Rights sold:
Italian (Marsilio & Sonzogno)

Polish (Marginesy)

Previous publishers:
Czech (Euromedia) 
Danish (Politikens) 

French (Bragelonne)  
Latvian (Zvaigzne ABC) 

Norwegian  (Cappelen Damm)
Romanian (Litera) 

Russian (Ast) 
Serbian (Laguna) 

Spanish (Esfera de los Libros)

Japanese co-agent: 
Tuttle Mori

Previous titles:
My Last Duchess

The Fortune Hunter
Victoria

Daisy Goodwin is a writer and television producer. After

reading history at Cambridge, she went to Columbia Film School
as a Harkness Fellow. She worked at the BBC for ten years
making arts documentaries. Daisy has written three previous
novels: My Last Duchess, The Fortune Hunter, and Victoria all of
which were all New York Times bestsellers. Vicotoria was based
on Daisy’s first screenplay, Victoria, an 8-part series about the
early life of Queen Victoria for ITV and WGBH Masterpiece
Theatre.

DIVA
Daisy Goodwin

Fiction

*New novel from the New York Times bestselling
author*

Praise for My Last Duchess:

Sparkling and thoroughly engaging…a highly enjoyable
and intelligent read'- The Sunday Times

Diva is the passionate story of the most public love affair
between Maria Callas, the world’s most iconic opera
singer, and her lover, Aristotle Onassis - one of the world’s
richest and most powerful men.

Opening in Paris 1967, at Maxim’s where Maria plays the radiant,
bejeweled diva enjoying a night on the town, while her erstwhile
lover of the past eight years, Aristotle Onassis, marries one of the
few women even more celebrated than Maria - Jacqueline
Kennedy. It is a performance captured by the world’s press, Maria
smiling radiantly as the only man she has ever really loved makes
another woman Mrs Onassis. But underneath her smiling exterior
Maria is feeling all the pain of the tragic heroines she has spent
her lives portraying. Life is imitating art. Maria has been betrayed
by the love of her life.

In Diva, Daisy Goodwin mesmerizingly weaves the strands of this
compelling story to lend volume to Callas's voice and bring the
love the passion and the lives of these figures into enthralling and
vivid colour. From Callas’s early life in New York and war-torn
Athens, through her triumphs and disasters, can a woman such as
she navigate her life in the public eye and across the world’s stage
to find happiness and fame?
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Agent: Lisette Verhagen

Length:  68,000 words

Material available: 

Full unedited manuscript

On submission Autumn 2022

Theresa Lola is a British Nigerian poet and writer and was

appointed the Young People’s Laureate for London in the year 2019-
2020. In 2018 she was awarded the Brunel International African
Poetry Prize. Her debut poetry collection In Search of Equilibrium
was longlisted for the 2021 Michael Murphy Memorial Prize. Her
work has been featured in British Vogue, PORTER magazine,
Evening Standard, and Sunday Times Style Magazine. She has read
her work across the UK at Hay Festival, Cheltenham Literature
Festival, Mansion House, Kensington Palace, Southbank Centre, and
internationally in Germany, Brazil, and Singapore.

TELL ME HOW YOU’RE HEALING
Theresa Lola

Fiction

A tender and deeply human upmarket debut novel
set in Nigeria about love, revenge, family and female
friendship and the stories we tell ourselves in order
to survive.

Two teenage girls, Abiona and Ezia, meet at Palmbase, a
prestigious boarding school in Nigeria. It’s a toxic
environment and to protect themselves the girls stick
together and become best friends. But when they are
involved in a violent incident, one that completely spirals
out of control, their lives change forever.

When we meet them eleven years later, Abiona, our
narrator, has relocated to England but struggled to recover.
She is the more reserved and docile of the two and works
as a freelance photographer in London. She has not
returned to Nigeria since the incident. The bold and
confident Ezia, however, remained in Nigeria and has
become a major voice in the Nigerian booming tech
industry. She seems to be doing just fine.

The two women lost contact over the years until Ezia
invites Abiona to Nigeria to work on a project for her
charity. What is supposed to be a work trip becomes a
turning point for both women. Their carefully packaged
lives are swung open as they are forced to confront their
past and their resentments. They find themselves
navigating their complicated new selves and discover that
the past will always haunt you no matter how far you run
away.
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Japanese co-agent 

To be confirmed



Agent: Cara Lee Simpson

Material available: 

Full unedited manuscript

On submission Autumn 2022

Harkiran Dhindsa was born in India and raised in
London. She has been published in The Good Journal and
has had stories shortlisted in the Guardian Short Story
Competition and the Asham Award. She holds an MA in
Creative Writing from City University and works in
archiving at the Wellcome Collection.

WE MAKE IT HOME
Harkiran Dhindsa

Fiction

Anya Binepal and her partner Raju have bought a run-down
townhouse in an up-and-coming neighbourhood on the
outskirts of London. Anya is a successful architect, juggling
her job and new parenthood as they slowly renovate the
place. So why is it that she feels so alone, and cracks are
appearing in this perfect life she has worked so hard to get?
Isn’t this everything she ever wanted? As her relationship
becomes increasingly distant, Anya’s feelings towards her
co-founder, Hugo, begin to take on a new significance and
she struggles with the kind of woman she wants to be. But
after she discovers correspondence from an old love affair,
it is an unlikely relationship with the house’s previous
inhabitant, Maggie, that will help her find a way forward.

In the 1960s, nineteen-year-old Irish immigrant Maggie
Shorter lives in rooms on the Caledonian Road, recently
orphaned and pregnant out of wedlock. As the years go by,
Maggie marries Howard - a good, kind man - and they buy a
townhouse in a working-class part of the city to start a
family. But Maggie is torn, wondering if she is truly in love
and harbouring the trauma of the illegal abortion she had
that nearly ended her life, which she thinks would change
everything with Howard if he knew.

As Anya rattles through a house of old memories and
Maggie grapples with her own recollections of the past, we
watch the lives of these two women take place alongside
one another: two women with two choices about the men
they have chosen to commit to, and how their encounters in
the present might provide a new way of thinking about who
they are, and who they might become.
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To be confirmed



Agent: Sarah Hornsley

UK publisher: Corvus Books

UK editor: Sarah Hodgson

US publisher: Grand Central

US editor: Alex Logan 

Publication: March 2023

Length: 352 pages

Material available:

Full edited manuscript

Rights sold:

German (Droemer Knaurr)

Romanian (Nemira)

Becky Hunter lived and worked in London for several
years before moving to Mozambique to volunteer with
horses and try her hand at writing. A few years, a few
destinations, and a few jobs later she had the idea that
would become One Moment. Alongside writing, she now
works as a freelance editor and publicist, splitting her time
between Bristol and London, and constantly trying to plan
the next adventure.

ONE MOMENT
Becky Hunter 

Fiction

‘An exquisitely written novel about grief, hope and the
power of love. I loved every word.’ Cathy Bramley,
Sunday Times bestselling author

‘A thought-provoking and moving novel about loss,
love, and the unique and life-affirming power of
friendship. Poignant yet unwaveringly hopeful, One
Moment is a fresh look at how grief can not only break
us, but put us back together again. An unmissable
debut.’ Holly Miller

One moment can change everything…

The day Scarlett dies should have been one of the most
important of her life. It doesn’t feel fair that she’ll never have
the chance to fulfil her dreams. And now, she’s still … here …
somehow, watching the ripple effect of her death on the lives
of those she loved the most.

Evie cannot contemplate her life without Scarlett, and she
certainly cannot forgive Nate, the man she blames for her
best friend’s death. But Nate keeps popping up when she least
expects him to, catapulting Evie’s life in directions she’d never
let herself imagine possible. Ways, perhaps, even those closest
to her had long since given up on.

If you could go back, knowing everything that happens after,
everything that happens because of that one moment in time,
would you change the course of history or would you do it all
again?
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Agent: Cara Lee Simpson

Publisher: Hodder & 
Stoughton

Editor: Kimberley Atkins

Publication : August 2022

Length: 480 Pages

Material available:
Full edited manuscript

Rights sold:
Swedish (Modernista)

Previous publishers:
Estonian (Rahva Raamat) 

French (Flammarion) 
German (Heyne Verlag) 

Italian (HarperCollins Italy) 
Polish (Rebis)

Portuguese, Brazilian 
(Pensamento) 

Spanish (Roca Editorial) 
Turkish (İthaki Publishing)

Japanese co-agent: 
Tuttle-Mori

Previous titles:
Last One At the Party

Bethany Clift is a graduate of the Northern Film School,
the producer of low-budget British horror film Heretic, and
the Director of her own production company, Saber
Productions. Her debut novel, Last One at the Party, was
published by Hodder & Stoughton in 2021 and the
television rights have been optioned by Scott Free Films. She
is currently finishing a horror-comedy movie script about a
group of women on a hen night.

LOVE AND OTHER HUMAN 
ERRORS
Bethany Clift

Fiction

An unforgettable story about love in all its chaotic glory
from the author of Last One At The Party

Indiana Dylan has never been in love or in a relationship that
lasted longer than one night. Indiana is too busy to indulge the
feelings and needs of another human being - she has important
work to do building her revolutionary quantum supercomputer.

But, when her supercomputer project needs a vital cash injection,
Indiana must sell the soulmate finder program she developed
years ago and, when a stipulation of the sale is that she herself
must demonstrate the efficacy of her product, Indiana is forced
out into the world of dating for the first time.

Soon, Indiana’s regulated and quiet world is turned upside down
as she begrudgingly starts to interact with other humans and finds
herself grappling with unknown feelings. Is it indigestion? A heart
attack? Love? Is her soulmate finder app working or is Indiana
experiencing another one of what her assistant calls ‘human
errors’? And how does someone who has lived their life by a strict
system of rules navigate the realm of love where there are no
rules?
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‘An eerie yet witty tale of what the future might be
like!’ The Sun

‘Brilliant. Creepy, witty, laugh-out-loud and shudder-
inducing’ Harriet Walker, author of The New Girl

‘I inhaled it in two sittings’ Stylist



Agent: Sarah Hornsley

Publisher: Transworld PRH

Editor: Sally Williamson

Publication: May 2022

Length: 416 Pages

Material available:
Full edited manuscript

Rights sold:
German (Heyne)

Previous publishers: 
Bulgarian (Ciela Norma)
Czech (Albatros Media)

Hebrew (Yedioth Books)
Italian (Sperling & Kupfer 

Editori)
Polish (Albatros Poland)

Portuguese, Brazilian (Verus
Editora)

Russian (AST)
Serbian (Vulkan)

Spanish (Ediciones Urano)

Japanese co-agent:
Japan Uni

Previous title:
Before I Saw You

Emily Houghton is an ex–digital specialist and full-
time creative writer. She originally comes from Essex but
now lives in London. A trained yoga and spin teacher,
Emily is completely obsessed with dogs and has dreamt of
being an author ever since she could hold a pen. Before I
Saw You was released in 2021 and published in 12
countries. Her latest book Last Time We Met is released in
the UK this summer (2022)

LAST TIME WE MET
Emily Houghton

Fiction

ONE PROMISE
Aged thirteen, best friends Eleanor and Fin are
inseparable. Convinced it will always be this way they
make a pact - to go to university together, always live
near each other, and if they're both single at 35 they'll
get married.

TWO DECADES

Eleanor and Fin haven't spoken in fifteen years. Life
has run away from them and they're both far from
where they'd dreamt of being all those years ago.

CAN THEY STILL KEEP THEIR WORD?

It takes tragic circumstances for Fin to come back into
Eleanor's life, but everything has changed since the last
time they met. Is it too late to mend their friendship?
Or is there a chance they can keep some of the
promises they made?
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'I cried, I laughed, I swooned! A gorgeous friends-to-
lovers romance' Laura Jane Williams, author of Our Stop

'Perfect for a sunny afternoon' Daily Mail

'Funny, heart-wrenching and simply brilliant' Beth
Reekles, author of The Kissing Booth series on Netflix
and Love Locked Down



Agent: Sarah Hornsley

Publisher: Century/PRH

Editor: Katie Loughnnane

Publication: October 2023

Length: 80,000 words

Material available:

Full unedited manuscript

Emma Heatherington previously worked as a PR, event
manager and scriptwriter and has penned more than 30
educational short films and plays. She was raised in the
village of Donaghmore, County Tyrone where she still lives
with her partner and their five children.

LAST CHRISTMAS
Emma Heatherington

Fiction

Charlie and Rose are total strangers, but this year they’ll
accidentally spend Christmas together and it will change
their lives forever.

Rose Edwards is at the top of her game in Dublin with a
beautiful townhouse to call home and a social life that
never stops. But as Rose’s friends flock home to their
families for Christmas, the scandal that tore her apart five
years before means she is set to spend another Christmas
alone. To escape from all her pain, she books ten days
with her dog George in a delectable one-bedroom
chocolate-box cottage in rural Donegal.

Charlie Sheeran is facing his first Christmas without his
twelve-year-old daughter Holly, and his heart is broken …
so he books ten days with his very lively Springer Spaniel
Sasha in an Air BnB – a delectable one-bedroom
chocolate-box pretty cottage, far away in rural Donegal,
where he hopes the silence, seclusion and peace will let
him forget it is even Christmas at all.

When Charlie Sheeran and Rose Edwards arrive at
Riverside Cottage at the very same time, it dawns on
them the cottage has been double-booked. At this time of
year, there is no hope for finding alternative
accommodation, and neither can face journeying back
home for Christmas. So, after much debate, they decide
they will both stay at Riverside. With a set of rules drawn
up and pinned to the fridge, they agree to stay strictly out
of each other’s way…. But as the saying goes, some rules
are there to be broken.
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Japanese co-agent 

To be confirmed



Agent: Sarah Hornsley

Publisher: Amazon

Editor: Victoria Oundjian

Publication: January 2023

Length: 317 pages

Material available:
Full edited manuscript

Previous publishers:
Czech (Dobrovsky)

Dutch (Nieuw Amsterdam) 
German (Ullstein Buchverlage) 

Hungarian (Pioneer Books) 
Italian  (Sperling & Kupfer)

Polish (Czarna Owca) 
Spanish (Ediciones Urano)

Japanese co-agent:
Japan Uni

Previous titles:
The Truths and Triumphs of Grace 

Atherton
Where We Belong

Anstey Harris lives in Kent, UK and her bestselling
debut The Truths and Triumphs of Grace Atherton was
published by Simon & Schuster in the UK in January 2019.
The Truths and Triumphs of Grace Atherton went on to be a
Richard & Judy Summer Pick 2019 and won The Sapere Books
Popular Fiction Award 2020. Harris’s second novel, Where We
Belong, was published in May 2020.

WHEN I FIRST HELD YOU
Anstey Harris 

Fiction

Silence tore them apart. Can the truth bring them back
together?

In 1960s Glasgow, anti-nuclear activists Judith and Jimmy
fall in love. But their future hopes are dashed when their
protestors’ squat is raided and many, including Jimmy, are
sent to prison. Pregnant and with no word from Jimmy,
Judith is forced to enter an unmarried mothers’ home, give
up their baby and learn to live with her grief.

More than half a century later, Judith’s Mending Shop
restores broken treasures, just as Judith herself has been
bound back together by her late, much-missed partner,
Catherine. But her tranquility is shattered when Jimmy—so
different and yet somehow the same—reappears, yearning
to unpick the painful past.

Realising they each know only half of the other’s story,
Jimmy and Judith finally break the silence that tore apart
what might have been their family. Amid heartbreak and
hope, how much can now be mended?
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“This is a hauntingly beautiful novel.” ―Imogen Clark,
million copy selling author of Impossible to Forget

“Evocative, emotional and original, every word has been
expertly crafted.” ―Catherine Isaac, author of The World at
My Feet



Agent: Sarah Hornsley

Publisher: Hodder

Editor: Amy Batley

Publication: December 2022

Length: 385 pages

Material available:

Full unedited manuscript

Japanese co-agent 

To be confirmed

Previous titles:

I Give it a Year

The School Run

Helen Whitaker is a journalist and author living in
London. Formerly the Entertainment Director of Glamour
UK, her day job is currently Editor of High Life Magazine and
she writes books in her lunch hour, in the evenings and in
any free time she has around parenting. She has been
published in Grazia, The Telegraph, Fabulous, Stella, Red and
BBC Three. Helen has written two previous novels; The
School Run and I Give It A Year published by Trapeze, Orion.

SINGLE IN THE SNOW
Helen Whitaker

Fiction

Chalet Girl meets The Hating Game.

Jen is turning 30 and has spent her entire life
jumping from man to man so, when her latest
relationship ends, she decides to take the time to
stop pleasing others and focus on her. And where
better to do that than the famous picturesque ski
resort, Whistler.

Okay she can’t ski and desperately needs to find a
job fast, but it’s nothing she can’t handle. The only
rule for the season is to stay single. While Jen is
throwing herself into Whistler life, Art is doing his
best to stay away from all the people who remind
him of everything he once lost. It’s easier to live
alone than love and lose again.

So, when work thrusts Jen and Art together, the
two of them are determined to keep their distance.
It shouldn’t be hard since they both find each
other incredibly annoying and arrogant. The
problem is, the more time they are forced to spend
together, the more it seems the other isn’t quite so
terrible after all…
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Agent: Laurie Robertson

Publisher: Bonnier

Editor: Hannah Smith 

Publication: December 2022

Length: 80,000 words

Material available:

Full edited manuscript

Previous Title:

Life’s a Catastrophe Kirstie Pelling is a writer and journalist based in the

UK's Lake District. Kirstie is no stranger to social media - a
travel blogger for twenty years she has hiked, biked, canoed
and railroaded more than 20 countries with her family for her
multi award winning website The Family Adventure Project.
Kirstie's articles have been published in many national and
international publications and she has contributed to several
travel books. She was a columnist for Cumbria Life Magazine
for several years, detailing the ups and downs of family life.
And before that she worked for the BBC

THE HAPPINESS PROJECT
Kirstie Pelling

Daisy Blane ‘sells’ happiness. But when she meets
Joe, he’s not buying it. After all, can you put a price
on love?

London influencer Daisy Blane thinks she knows the secret
of happiness. With her online tips going viral, she has big
plans to take her coaching to a new level offline. But when
she embarks on real-life coaching without any real
foundations, she finds herself out of her depth in a very
public way. To add to her problems, she's falling in love for
the first time with barista Joe and Daisy soon realises she
knows nothing about how to be happy and even less about
relationships. When the rituals that kept her safe for years
stop working, she must focus on what true happiness is,
before she can accept love.

'Excellent contemporary rom com by Kirstie Pelling.

Comical and warm, well done!' Danielle Owen-Jones,

author of Stone Broke Heiress
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Japanese co-agent 

To be confirmed

Fiction



Agent: Tim Bates

Publisher: W&N

Editor: Federico Andornino

Publication: June 2023

Length: 224 pages

Material available:
Full unedited Manuscript

Rights sold:
Japanese (Shun-Ju-Sha)

Previous publishers: 
Dutch (Luitingh-Sijthoff)
Estonian (Eesti Raamat)

Finnish (Minnerva Kustannas)
German (Goldmann) 

Italian (Einaudi)
Portuguese, Portugal  (Bertrand 

Editora) 
Russian (Storytel)
US (Titan Books)  

Japanese co-agent:
Tuttle Mori

Previous Titles:
The Madness of Grief

Murder Before Evensong

Richard Coles is a writer, broadcaster and an Anglican

priest. He co-presents Saturday Live on BBC Radio 4, writes
regularly for the Sunday Times, and is the author of half a dozen
books, including a bestselling autobiography, Fathomless Riches,
and the bereavement bestseller The Madness of Grief, after the
death of his partner, David Coles. Murder Before Evensong, the
first book in the Canon Clement Mystery series, was an instant
number 1 Sunday Times bestseller.

DEATH IN THE PARISH
A Canon Clement Mystery 
Reverend Richard Coles

The second novel in the Reverend Richard Coles' Canon
Clement Mystery series

It's been a few months since murder tore apart the
community of Champton apart. As Canon Daniel Clement
tries to steady his flock, the parish is joined with Upper and
Lower Badsaddle, bringing a new tide of unwanted change.

But church politics soon become the least of Daniel's
problems. His mother - headstrong, fearless Audrey - is
obviously up to something, something she is determined to
keep from him. And she is not the only one.

And then all hell breaks loose when murder returns to
Champton in the form of a shocking ritualistic killing...

*SEQUEL TO THE INSTANT NO. 1 SUNDAY TIMES 

BESTSELLER MURDER BEFORE EVENSONG*

'Cosy crime with a cutting edge' Sunday Telegraph

'Even better than I knew it would be' India Knight, Sunday Times

'Whodunnit fans can give praise and rejoice' Ian Rankin
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Fiction



Agent: Tim Bates

Publisher: Michael Joseph

Editor: Louise Moore

Publication: July 2022

Length: 400 pages

Material available:
Full edited manuscript

Rights sold:
Potusese, Portugal (Leya)

Previous publishers:
Croatian (Mozaic)

Czech (Moba) 
French (Editions Charleston 

et Alisio)
German (Luebbe)
Hungarian (Gabo) 
Korean (Tornado) 

Lithuania (Jotema)
Macedonian (Knigoholicari) 

Portuguese, Brazil (Sextante)

Japanese co-agent: 
Japan Uni

Lesley Pearse is renowned for her storytelling and for

creating characters that are impossible to forget. Many of
her recent books, including Gypsy, Faith and Hope, have
been #1 bestsellers and her books have been translated into
20 languages.

DECEPTION
Lesley Pearse 

Fiction

At the funeral of her mother, Sally, Alice Kent is
approached by a man named Angus Tweedy. He claims to
be her father and tells her that he served time in prison for
marrying Sally bigamously.

What does he hope to gain telling her this now, thirty years
on? How can her adored dad Ralph not be her true father?
And why did her mother betray her so badly?

She had accepted Sally's many faults, and her reluctance to
never speak of the past. But faced with this staggering
deception, Alice knows she must uncover the whole truth
about her mother.

Whatever the cost.
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Storytelling at its very best' Daily Mail

'Gripping and suspenseful' Daily Express

'A twisting and intense read' Woman's Own

What happens when the person closest to you has led a life
of deception?



Agent: Sarah Hornsley

Publisher: HQ Digital

Editor: Cicely Aspinall  

Publication: January 2023

Length: 336 pages

Material available:

Full edited manuscript

Previous titles:

Safe and Sound

Little White Lies 

Philippa East grew up in Scotland before moving to
Oxford and then London to complete her clinical psychology
training. A few years ago, she left the NHS to set up her own
part-time practice and dedicate more hours to writing. The
result was her debut novel Little White Lies, which was
longlisted for The Guardian's Not-The-Booker Prize and
shortlisted for the CWA "New Blood" Award 2020.

I’LL NEVER TELL
Philippa East 

Fiction

‘A tense, cat and mouse tale of a missing girl.
Cleverly written, with many layers – a compelling
read’ Catherine Cooper, Sunday Times bestselling
author of The Chateau

‘Expertly plotted, another tense family drama’
Laurie van Rensburg, author of, Nobody But Us

Keep your family close, and your secrets closer...

To the outside world, the Goodlights are perfect.

Julia is a lawyer, Paul a stay-at-home dad who has
dedicated his life to helping their daughter Chrissie
achieve her dreams as a talented violinist.

But on the night of a prestigious music competition,
which has the power to change everything for Chrissie
and her family, Chrissie goes missing.

She puts on the performance of a lifetime, then
completely disappears. Suddenly every single crack,
every single secret that the family is hiding risks being
exposed.

Because the Goodlights aren't perfect. Not even close.
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Japanese co-agent 
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Agent: Sarah Hornsley

Publisher: HQ Digital

Editor: Cicely Aspinall

Publication: November 2022

Length: 304 pages

Material available:

Full edited manuscript

R.M. Ward was born in Surrey and now lives in Bath
with her husband and two dogs. She has two grown up
children. She worked in local government for years before
writing full-time. Her debut YA thriller, Numbers, published
under Rachel Ward, won many regional awards in the UK
and Europe, was released in 26 countries and is currently
optioned for film. She has also written a cosy crime series,
the Ant and Bea Mysteries, starting with The Cost of Living,
set in and around a supermarket. Safe With You is her first
psychological thriller with HQ Digital.

SAFE WITH YOU
R.M. Ward

Fiction

‘I was completely gripped! The characters are so well 
drawn and the twists were shocking, yet completely 
plausible’ Keren David

‘A gripping thriller with characters I really cared about. 
Highly recommended’ C.S. Green

At eighty-three, Kath doesn’t have many responsibilities, not
since her daughter moved to Australia and her husband passed
away. But she does take great pride in waiting for the knock on
the wall from her 11-year-old neighbour, Mina, to let her know
she’s home from school. Knock, knock, knock. I’m home safe
and sound. When one day Mina’s knock doesn’t come, the
whole community is thrust into a missing person investigation
and Kath is wracked with guilt that she was late raising the
alarm.

Mina’s mum, Sandy, picked the wrong night to leave her home
alone, and now she must face the judgements and suspicions
thrown her way. It seems there’s a certain way you are
expected act when your child is missing, and Sandy is doing it
all wrong.

Police focus on Den, the young server in the café, who was the
last person to see Mina before she disappeared. With key
evidence turning up at the café and a past that he’d rather keep
hidden, it feels like everything is closing in on him.

Can Kath, Sandy and Den work together to find Mina and make
up for their past mistakes or is it already too late?
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Japanese co-agent 

To be confirmed



Non-Fiction
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Agent: Caroline Michel

UK publisher: Simon & Schuster

UK editor: Holly Harris

US publisher: Houghton Mifflin

US editor: Millicent Bennett

Publication: May 2023

Length: 90,000 words

Material available:
Full manuscript available 

December 2022

Rights sold: 
Chinese, complex (Linking) 

Dutch (Atlas Contact) 
Greek (Metaixmio) 

Hungarian (Helikon)
Korean (Rok Media)

Portuguese, Brazil (Companhia
das Letras) 

Portuguese, Portugal (Temas e 
Debates) 

Spanish (Debate) 
Taiwanese (Linking) 

Previous publishers:)
Czech (Dokoran)

Estonian (Postimees)) 
Hebrew (Miskal) 

Italian (Mondadori)
Norwegian (Histoire et Kultur)

Polish (Wydawnictwo Poznańskie) 
Russian (Atticus) 

Turkish (Alfa)

Japanese co-agent: 
Japan Uni

FOREIGN BODIES 
Pandemics, Vaccines and the Health of Nation
Sir Simon Schama

A sweeping narrative history set in India, Japan and China

as well as Europe. In his new book, Sir Simon Schama takes

the reader on a journey from the slums of Kolkata and

Mumbai to the laboratories of Tokyo via the plague

isolation ships of Hong Kong. This is a history of

extraordinary figures: Adrien Proust, Elie Metchnikoff the

"founder" of immunology and his most brilliant student

Waldemar Haffkine - the creator of vaccines against

cholera and bubonic plague (still an immense and mortal

threat well into the 20th century). Yet, it is little known that

Haffkine had to endure a brutal miscarriage of justice and

the breaking of his career when accused of carelessly

contaminating a batch of vaccines used in the Punjab in

1902.

Not only the back story of current headlines, Foreign Bodies

will explore a deep history of how so much of what has

become urgent for us - vaccine resistance and acceptance;

the competing pulls of international and national forces; the

abiding and growing sense of an utterly fateful moment in

the long history of humanity - first arising at a time when

‘Progress’ was supposed to be sovereign and the horizon

clear for a triumph of human ingenuity over the mortal

threats that raw nature might put in our way.

Fundamentally, this is a story of what humans are capable

of doing, as well as incapable of doing - which might be the

cautionary motto of our young, fateful, century.
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Simon Schama is University Professor of Art History
and History at Columbia University, a Fellow of the British
Academy and the Royal Society of Literature and
Contributing Editor at the Financial Times. He is the
author of eighteen books which have been translated into
16 languages and the writer-presenter of fifty
documentaries on art, history and literature for BBC2 and
PBS.

Non-Fiction



Agent: Laurie Robertson

UK publisher: Bloomsbury

UK editor: Ian Marshall

US publisher: St. Martins Press

US editor: Michael Homler

Publication: 2024

Length: 115,000 Words

Material available:

Proposal

Rights sold:
Chinese simplified (SSAP)

Dutch (Hollands Diep)

Previous publishers:
Spanish (Emse Publishing)

Japanese co-agent: 
Tuttle Mori

Previous Title:
Alexandria: The Quest for the Lost 

City 

Edmund Richardson is Associate Professor of
Classics at Durham University, UK. He was named one of
the BBC/AHRC New Generation Thinkers in 2016.
Alexandria: The Quest for the Lost City, was his first book for
the trade and was published by Bloomsbury in 2021. It was
chosen as a Book of the Year by the Spectator, Listener and
Sydney Morning Herald.

ALEXANDER
Edmund Richardson

Non-Fiction

Praise for Alexandria:

'The pace and deftly woven plot complexity of a John le Carré

novel . . . A small masterpiece’ Guardian

'Enthralling . . . A remarkable story, full of grandeur and

violence . . . [and] a powerful commentary on the horrors

inflicted by the East India Company’ New York Times

'One of the great stories of archaeology, exploration and

espionage' William Dalrymple

A startling new biography of Alexander the Great by Professor

Edmund Richardson. This is the story of Alexander like we’ve

never seen him before; the story of the greatest conqueror of all

time, of Alexander’s profound legacy, but also the story of a

young man - of his childhood and relationships, of his lovers and

his torments, and of the price he paid to become history’s

greatest military mind. It is the intimate, present portrait of

Alexander the way his world saw him.

Recent years have seen a series of remarkable new discoveries

about Alexander, but there has yet to be a recent biography of

him aimed at the mass market. Edmund Richardson is a major

new voice, having received ecstatic reviews for Alexandria

(published by Bloomsbury in 2021) in which Edmund breathed

new life into forgotten figures of history. Now he will bring the

same empathy and exhilaration to one of the most famous

people who ever lived.

Alexander is a peerless demonstration of Edmund’s

extraordinary storytelling gifts – coming from the man who

William Dalrymple called ‘a new star’. Through Edmund’s

utterly immersive and evocative storytelling, this book will

allow readers to step into Alexander’s world in ways which have

never before been possible.
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Agent: Adam Gauntlett

UK publisher: Allen Lane 

UK editor: Simon Winder

US publisher: Basic Books 

US editor: Brian Distelberg

Publication: May 2023

Page extent: 656 pages

Material available:
Full edited manuscript

Rights sold: 
Dutch (Het Spectrum)

German (Rowohlt Berlin)
Polish (Bellona)

Portuguese, Portugal  (Temas
e Debates) 

Previous publishers :
Chinese Simplified (Shanghai 

Dook Publishing) 
Czech (Nakladatelstvi

Slovart)
Hungarian (Helikon) 

Portuguese, Brazil 
(Companhia das Letras) 

Russian (Alpina) 
Slovakian (Vydavatelstvo

Slovart) 
Spanish (Debate) 
Turkish (Kronik)

Japanese co-agent 

The English Agency

Previous Title:
The Habsburgs Empire

Martyn Rady is Masaryk Professor of Central European
History at UCL. Martyn is one of the world’s foremost
experts on Central Europe and the Habsburg Empire, and
has written extensively on Romanian, German, Austrian,
Croatian and British History. A Very Short Introduction to The
Habsburg Empire was published in March 2017 by OUP. The
Habsburg Empire, his first full-length narrative history book
for the trade, was published by Allen Lane/Penguin (UK) and
Basic Books (US) in 2020.

THE MIDDLE KINGDOMS
A New History of Central Europe
Professor Martyn Rady 

Non-Fiction

Praise for The Habsburgs: 

'This is probably the best book ever written on the

Habsburgs in any language, certainly the best I have ever

read' Alan Sked, Times Literary Supplement

Central Europe is not just a space on a map but also a region of

shared experience - of mutual borrowings, impositions and

misapprehensions. From the Roman Empire onwards, it has

been the target of invasion from the east. In the Middle Ages,

Central Europeans cast their eastern foes as 'the dogmen'. They

would later become the Turks, Swedes, Russians and Soviets,

all of whom pulled the region apart and remade it according to

their own vision.

Competition among Europe's Middle Kingdoms yielded

repeated cultural effervescences. This was the first home of the

High Renaissance outside Italy, the cradle of the Reformation,

the starting point of the Enlightenment, Romanticism, the

symphony and modern nationalism. It was a permanent

battleground too for religious and political ideas.

Most recent histories of Central Europe confine themselves to

the lands in between Germany and Russia, homing in on

Poland, Hungary, and what is now the Czech Republic. This new

history embraces the whole of Central Europe, including the

German lands as well as Ukraine and Switzerland. The story of

Europe's Middle Kingdoms is a reminder of Central Europe's

precariousness, of its creativity and turbulence, and of the

common cultural trends that make these lands so distinctive.
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ASSYRIA
The rise and fall of the world’s first empire
Eckhart Frahm  

Non-Fiction

30

Eckhart Frahm is Professor of Near Eastern Languages
and Civilizations at Yale, as well as Faculty Affiliate of the
Anthropology Division with Responsibility for Research on
Cuneiform Tablets at the Yale Peabody Museum. Eckart is
one of the world’s foremost experts on the Assyrian
Empire, and has written extensively on ancient
Mesopotamian history. Assyria will be his first narrative
history for the trade.

A new history of Assyria, the ancient civilization that
set the model for future empires

At its height in 660 BCE, the kingdom of Assyria
stretched from the Mediterranean Sea to the Persian
Gulf. It was the first empire the world had ever seen.
Here, historian Eckart Frahm tells the epic story of
Assyria and its formative role in global history.
Assyria’s wide-ranging conquests have long been
known from the Hebrew Bible and later Greek
accounts. But nearly two centuries of research now
permit a rich picture of the Assyrians and their
empire beyond the battlefield: their vast libraries
and monumental sculptures, their elaborate trade
and information networks, and the crucial role
played by royal women.

Although Assyria was crushed by rising powers in
the late seventh century BCE, its legacy endured
from the Babylonian and Persian empires to Rome
and beyond. Assyria is a stunning and authoritative
account of a civilization essential to understanding
the ancient world and our own.

Agent: Adam Gauntlett 

UK publisher: Bloomsbury

UK editor: Jasmine Horsey

US publisher: Basic Books

US editor: Brian Distelberg

Publication: April 2023

Length: 528 pages

Material available:
Full unedited manuscript

Rights sold:
Chinese simplified (Citic)

Italian (Mondadori)

Japanese co-agent 

Japan Uni



THREADS OF EMPIRE
A New History of The World in 12 Carpets
Dr. Dorothy Armstrong 

Non-Fiction

31

Dr Dorothy Armstrong is a historian of the material
culture of South, Central and West Asia, and for the last
decade has tried to penetrate the mysteries of Asian rugs.
She has published, podcast and lectured widely on carpets.
She was tutor at the Royal College of Art and Edinburgh
College of Art, and from 2021 has been the Beattie Fellow
in Carpet Studies at the Ashmolean Museum, University of
Oxford. She is an avid collector of carpets and is as a result
also an expert on clothes moths. Threads of Empire will be
her first book for the trade.

Beautiful, sensuous, and enigmatic, great carpets follow
power. Emperors, shahs, sultans and shoguns crave them
as symbols of their earthly domination. Shamans and
priests desire them to evoke the spiritual realm. And yet
these seductive objects are made using the most basic of
materials and crafts; hedgerow plants for dyes, fibers from
domestic animals, and the millennia-old techniques of
interweaving warps, wefts and knots. The story of carpets
is the story of transformations, of humble practices turned
into great art, of domestic objects changed into the
apparatus of politics, wealth and religion.

Carpet specialist Dorothy Armstrong tells the stories
surrounding twelve of the world’s most fascinating carpets,
exploring how these textiles initially came into being and
then were transformed as they moved across geography
and time in the slipstream of warriors, colonists and
missionaries. She reveals the surprising private and public
history they not only participated in but also fundamentally
shaped.

In its wide-ranging examination of these dazzling objects,
from the 5th century BCE contents of the tombs of
Scythian chieftains, to the carpets under the boots of Stalin,
Roosevelt and Churchill at the 1945 Yalta Peace
Conference, Threads of Empire uncovers a new, hitherto
hidden, past right beneath our feet.

Agent: Adam Gauntlett

Material available:

Proposal

Sample chapter 

On submission Autumn 2022

Japanese co-agent 

To be confirmed



THE RED HOTEL
The Untold Story of Stalin’s Disinformation War
Alan Philps

Agent: Annabel Merullo

UK publisher: Headline

UK editor: Iain MacGregor

US publisher: Pegasus 

US editor: Claiborne Hancock  

Publication: April 2023

Length: 90,000 words

Material available:

Full unedited manuscript

Previous Title:

The Boy From Baby House Ten 

Alan Philps served as Moscow correspondent for
Reuters and the Daily Telegraph at various times from 1979
to 1994 and has been a regular visitor to Russia since then.
He has been foreign editor of the Telegraph and Editor of
The World Today, the Chatham House magazine. His book,
The Boy from Baby House 10, captured the mood of Russia in
the 1990s through the experience of an abandoned child. It
has been translated into five languages, turned into an
NBC TV documentary and the film rights are currently
optioned by Footprint Films.

Non-Fiction

Former Daily Telegraph Foreign Editor and Russian expert
Alan Philps sets out the way Stalin created his own reality
by constraining and muzzling the British and American
reporters covering the Eastern front during the war and
forcing them to reproduce Kremlin propaganda. War
correspondents were both bullied and pampered in a
gilded cage of the Metropol Hotel. They enjoyed lavish
supplies of caviar and had their choice of young women to
employ as translators and to share their beds.

While some of these translators turned journalists into
robotic conveyors of Kremlin propaganda, others were
brave secret dissenters who whispered to reporters the
reality of Soviet life and were punished with sentences in
the Gulag.

Through the use of British archives and Russian sources,
the story of the role of the women of the Metropol Hotel
and the foreign reporters they worked with is told for the
first time. With a riveting narrative very much in the same
wheelhouse as Ben McIntyre's Agent Sonya this revelatory
story will finally lift the lid on Stalin's operation to muzzle
and control what the western allies' writers and foreign
correspondents knew of his regime's policies to prosecute
the war against Hitler's rampaging armies from June 1941
onwards.
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Japanese co-agent 

The English Agency



Agent: Adam Gauntlett

UK publisher: Bloomsbury

UK editor: Jasmine Horsey 

US publisher: Hanover Sq. 

Press

US editor: Peter Joseph

Publication: August 2023

Length: 320 pages

Material available:

Full edited manuscript

Rights sold: 

Chinese Simplified (Citic)

Dutch (VBK Media publishing)

Japanese (Soshisha)

Kenneth W. Harl is Professor of Classical and Byzantine
History at Tulane University, New Orleans. He is one of the
world’s foremost experts on Steppes civilisations, Roman
history and numismatics, and has written extensively on
Greek, Roman, Byzantine and Viking culture. Empires of the
Steppes is his first full-length narrative history book for the
trade.

EMPIRES OF THE STEPPES
The Nomadic Tribes Who Shaped Civilization
Kenneth W. Harl

Non-Fiction

An epic and enthralling narrative history of how Attila
the Hun, Genghis Khan and the so-called 'barbarians
of the steppes' shaped the modern world

The barbarian nomads of the Eurasian steppes have played a
decisive role in world history, but their achievements have
gone largely unnoticed. These nomadic tribes have
produced some of the world's greatest conquerors: Attila the
Hun, Genghis Khan and Tamerlane, among others. And, as
Kenneth Harl illustrates in this glorious work of narrative
history, their deeds still resonate today.

Indeed, these nomads built long-lasting empires, facilitated
the first global trade of the Silk Road and disseminated
religions, technology, knowledge and goods of every
description that enriched and changed the lives of so many
across Europe, China and the Middle East. From a single
region emerged a great many peoples - the Huns, the
Mongols, the Magyars, the Turks, the Xiongnu, the
Scythians, the Goths - all of whom went on to profoundly
and irrevocably shape the modern world.

In this enthralling new history, Professor Kenneth Harl
draws on a lifetime of scholarship to vividly recreates the
lives and world of these often-forgotten peoples from their
beginnings to the early modern age. Their brutal struggle to
survive on the steppes bred a resilient, pragmatic people
ever ready to learn from their more advanced neighbours. In
warfare, they dominated the battlefield for over fifteen
hundred years. Under charismatic rulers, they could topple
empires and win their own.
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UK Publisher: Scribe

UK Editor: Henry Rosenbloom

US Publisher: St Matrin’s Press
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Material available:
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Previous publishers:
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Helen Rappaport is an internationally bestselling
historian and author of 15 books specialising in the
Victorian period and revolutionary Russia. These include
Magnificent Obsession: Victoria, Albert and the Death that
Changed the Monarchy, and Caught in the Revolution:
Petrograd 1917. She is a frequent contributor to television
documentaries, most recently Queen Victoria’s Children
(2013) and Russia’s Lost Princesses (2014), both for BBC2,
as well as programmes about Queen Victoria’s love of the
Highlands, Mary Seacole, Rasputin and the Romanovs.

After The Romanovs
Russian Exiles in Paris Between the Wars 
Helen Rappaport

Non-Fiction

From the time of Peter the Great, Paris was the playground

of the tsarist aristocracy. But the fall of the Romanov

dynasty in 1917 forced Russians of all types to flee their

homeland. Leaving with only the clothes on their backs,

many came to France's glittering capital. Paris was no

longer an amusement, but a refuge.

There, former princes could be seen driving taxicabs, while

their wives found work in the fashion houses, where their

unique Russian style inspired designers such as Coco

Chanel. Talented intellectuals, artists, poets, philosophers,

and writers eked out a living at menial jobs, while others

found great success. Nijinsky, Diaghilev, Bunin, Chagall,

and Stravinsky joined Picasso, Hemingway, James Joyce,

and Gertrude Stein in the creative crucible of the Annees

folles.

Activists sought to overthrow the Bolshevik regime from

afar, while double agents plotted espionage and

assassination from both sides. Others became trapped in a

cycle of poverty and their all-consuming homesickness for

Russia, the land they had been forced to abandon.

This is their story.

“Entertaining and, at times, heart-wrenching…

Rappaport, a prolific historian and highly regarded

Romanov expert, unveils a Paris in which Russians had

long played a prominent role.” The Wall Street Journal
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Agent: Caroline Michel

UK publisher: Harper Collins

UK editor: Arabella Pike

US publisher: Pegasus Books

US editor: Claiborne Hancock

Publication: September 2022

Length: 624 pages

Material available:

Full edited manuscript

Previous publishers:
Chinese Simplified (Beijing 

Huaxia Winshare)
Estonian (Aripaev) 

French (Flammarion) 
German (Heyne)

Japanese (Bensey Shuppan)
Spanish (Edhasa)

Previous works:
Operation Thunderbolt

100 Days to Victory
Soldiers

Zulu Hart
Hart of Empire

The Indian Muti

Saul David is a British academic military historian and

broadcaster. In 2009 he was appointed professor of Military
History at the University of Buckingham. David's books
include The Indian Mutiny, which was shortlisted for the Duke of
Westminster's Medal for Military Literature, Military
Blunders, Zulu: the Heroism and Tragedy of the Zulu War of 1879 (a
Waterstone's Military History Book of the Year) and Zulu and
Victoria’s Wars. He has presented and appeared in a number
of BBC programmes, including Zulu: The True Story, Time
Commanders, The Greatest Knight (2008) and Bullets, Boots and

Bandages: How to really win at war (2012).

DEVIL DOGS
First in, Last out – King Company from 
Guadalcanal to the Shores of Japan 
Saul David

Non-Fiction

From Sunday Times bestselling historian Saul David,

the dramatic tale of the first American troops to take

the fight to the enemy in the Second World War, and

also the last.

The 'Devil Dogs' of K Company, 3/5 Marines, were part of

the legendary first Marine Division. They landed on the

beaches of Guadalcanal in the Solomon Islands in 1942 - the

first US ground offensive of the war - and were present when

Okinawa, Japan's most southerly prefecture, finally fell to

American troops after a bitter struggle in June 1945.

Ordinary men from across America, the Devil Dogs were

asked to do something extraordinary: take on the victorious

Imperial Japanese Army, composed of some of the most

effective soldiers in world history - and defeat it.

Remarkably, the company contained an unusually high

number of talented writers, whose first-hand accounts and

memoirs provide the colour, emotion, and context for this

extraordinary story. In Devil Dogs, award-winning historian

Saul David sets the searing experience of K Company into

the broader context of the brutal war in the Pacific.

Gripping, intimate, authoritative and far-reaching, this is a

unique and incredibly personal narrative of war.
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Agent: Elizabeth Sheinkman

Publisher: Harper US

Editor: Gail Winston

Publication: August 2022

Length: 240 pages

Material available:

Full edited manuscript

Rights sold: 

Estonian (Rahva Raamat)

Japanese co-agent: 

Tuttle Mori Dr Lauren Young is an American academic currently
lecturing at Yale. After obtaining her undergraduate degree
at Yale, she wrote her MA at The Courtauld Institute, and
MPhil/PhD at Kings College. She then worked as Political
Advisor at the US Consulate to the United Nations,
specialising in Security Council issues. Before taking up her
position at Yale, Young taught policy in the International
History Department of the London School of Economics.

HITLER’S GIRL
The British Aristocracy and the Third Reich
on the Eve of WWII
Lauren Young 

Non-Fiction

‘This book raises hugely important questions about how
people justify supporting tyrants.’ Carla Kaplan, author
of Miss Anne in Harlem

A timely, riveting book that presents for the first time an
alternative history of 1930s Britain, revealing how prominent
fascist sympathizers nearly succeeded in overturning British
democracy - using the past as a road map to navigate the
complexities of today’s turn toward authoritarianism.

Hitler’s Girl is a ground-breaking history that reveals how, in the
1930s, authoritarianism nearly took hold in Great Britain as it
did in Italy and Germany. Drawing on recently declassified
intelligence files, Lauren Young details the pervasiveness of
Nazi sympathies among the British aristocracy, as significant
factions of the upper class methodically pursued an actively
pro-German agenda. She reveals how these aristocrats formed
a murky Fifth Column to Nazi Germany, which depended on the
complacence and complicity of the English to topple its proud
and long-standing democratic tradition—and very nearly
succeeded.

Eye-opening and instructive, Hitler’s Girl re-evaluates 1930s
England to help us understand our own vulnerabilities and
poses urgent questions we must face to protect our freedom. At
what point does complacency become complicity, posing real
risk to the democratic norms that we take for granted? Will
democracy again succeed—and will it require a similarly
cataclysmic event like World War II to ensure its survival? Will
we, in our own defining moment, stand up for democratic
values—or will we succumb to political extremism?
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Agent: : Annabel Merullo

UK publisher: Chatto & 

Windus

UK editor: Becky Hardie

US publisher: FSG

US editor: Ian Van Wye 

Publication: June 2023

Length: 544 Pages

Material available

Full unedited manuscript

Previous publishers:

Chinese Simplified (Guangxi 

Normal University Press)

Italian (Nutrimenti)

Previous titles:

Endeavour

The Weather Experiment 

LIFE, LIBERTY & THE PURSUIT
OF HAPPINESS
A Deep History of America’s Founding Document
Peter Moore

Non-Fiction

In this sweeping work of narrative non-fiction,

bestselling historian Peter Moore traces how

Enlightenment ideas that first began in Europe were

exported and put into practice in America -- and then re-

exported all over the world in the form of the American

Dream.

'Life, Liberty and the pursuit of Happiness' is the best-

known phrase from the Declaration of Independence, one

of the most important documents of the eighteenth-century

and the whole Enlightenment Age. Written by Thomas

Jefferson, the principal author of the text, it is frequently

evoked today as a shorthand for that idea we call the

'American Dream.' But this is a line with a surprising history.

Rather than being uniquely American, the vision it

encapsulates - of a free and happy world - owes a great deal

to British thinkers too.

Centred on the life of Benjamin Franklin, featuring figures

like Samuel Johnson, Catharine Macaulay, John Wilkes and

Thomas Paine, this book looks back at the generation that

preceded 1776 and tells the story of the birth of the United

States of America from a whole new perspective.
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Peter Moore is a writer, journalist and lecturer. He
teaches creative writing at the University of Oxford. His
debut, Damn His Blood, reconstructed a rural murder in
1806. His second and third books, The Weather Experiment
and Endeavour were both Sunday Times bestsellers, with
Endeavour also appearing on multiple Book of the Year
lists. He presents a history podcast called Travels Through
Time, which has had over a million downloads to date.
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Agent: Elizabeth Sheinkman

UK publisher: Weidenfeld 

UK editor: Ed Lake

US publisher: Scribner

US editor: Colin Harrison

Publication: Spring 2023

Material available:

Proposal
Sample chapters

Rights sold: 
Finnish (Otava) 

German (Aufbau) 
Hungarian (Athenaeum) 
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Polish (Foksal)
Swedish (Ordfront)

Previous publishers:
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Previous titles:

All the Kremlin’s Men

The Empire Must Die

Mikhail Zygar worked for Newsweek Russia and the

business daily Kommersant, covering the conflicts in Palestine,
Lebanon, Iraq, Serbia and Kosovo before becoming founding
editor-in-chief of Russia’s only independent news TV-channel,
Dozhd. He went on to write his first book All the Kremlin’s Men
(PublicAffairs, 2016), which was No.1 on the Russian bestseller
list for four months straight, published in both the US and UK,
and translated into over 20 languages, earning him the
International Press Freedom Award. His subsequent book, The
Empire Must Die, earned distinction by Kirkus as one of the Ten
Best Nonfiction Books of the Year.

UNTITLED ON UKRAINE
Mikhail Zygar

Non-Fiction

Critically acclaimed and best-selling author Mikhail Zygar
draws on his unprecedented access to key players in Ukraine;
from politicians to oligarchs, recent interviews with President
Zelinksy, former Soviet President Gorbachev and many more.
Zygar aims to address underlying issues that have brought
the World to this point, illustrating how Ukraine became a
nation, holding up a mirror to how it sees itself, and mining
the two radically different narratives that inform its history –
one of freedom and one of oppression.

Considering the current tragedy in Ukraine, Zygar is now
committed to focusing his time and attention on writing a
book on Ukraine that will draw from conversations with all
the extremely relevant individuals - from the two richest men
in the country, Rinat Akhmetov and Viktor Pinchuk to
Zelensky's right hand man Andrey Yermak. The book will
also draw on the years he spent exploring the Kremlin's
“plan” towards Ukraine, presenting a double perspective that
shares Putin’s steadily brewing agenda throughout.

Zygar will endeavour to illustrate how Ukraine became a
nation -- first emerging in 1996 as an independent post-Soviet
country before evolving in 2004 into an Oligarchic structure
to the most recent phase from 2018 to the present -- whereby
a whole new generation of Ukrainians turn up who do not
consider themselves to be part of Russia, having grown up in
an entirely independent country. Ultimately, this book will
seek to understand and explain the deeper roots of a conflict
that has emerged from Russia’s chronic perception of Ukraine
as a threat.
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Agent: Adam Gauntlett

UK publisher: Quercus

UK editor: Katy Follain

US publisher: Hanover Square 
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US editor: Peter Joseph
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Material available:
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Rights sold:
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Tova Friedman is 83 years old, and lives in Highland Park New
Jersey. She is revered as one of the youngest survivors of Auschwitz
and as a campaigner against anti-Semitism. Tova is a therapist, and
lives in Highland Park in New Jersey, US.

Co-author Malcolm Brabant is an award-winning British former
BBC war correspondent, who witnessed genocide in Bosnia. He is now
a Foreign Correspondent for America's PBS Newshour. He met Tova at
the 75th anniversary of the liberation of Birkenau, and they became
firm friends. He lives in Brighton.

THE DAUGHTER OF AUSCHWITZ
My Story of Resilience, Survival and Hope
Tova Friedman and Malcolm Brabant 

Non-Fiction

**The New York Times Number 2 Bestseller & International 
Bestseller**

With a special foreword by Sir Ben Kingsley.

'Every so often a book arrives that demands to be read' John
Humphrys

'An unforgettable and deeply moving story' Jeremy Bowen

Tova Friedman was one of the youngest people to emerge from
Auschwitz. After surviving the liquidation of the Jewish ghetto in Central
Poland where she lived as a toddler, Tova was four when she and her
parents were sent to a Nazi labour camp, and almost six when she and her
mother were forced into a packed cattle truck and sent to Auschwitz II,
also known as the Birkenau extermination camp, while her father was
transported to Dachau.

During six months of incarceration in Birkenau, Tova witnessed atrocities
that she could never forget, and experienced numerous escapes from
death. She is one of a handful of Jews to have entered a gas chamber and
lived to tell the tale.

As Nazi killing squads roamed Birkenau before abandoning the camp in
January 1945, Tova and her mother hid among corpses. After being
liberated by the Russians they made their way back to their hometown in
Poland. Eventually Tova's father tracked them down and the family was
reunited.

In The Daughter of Auschwitz, Tova immortalizes what she saw, to keep the
story of the Holocaust alive, at a time when it's in danger of fading from
memory. She has used those memories that have shaped her life to honour
the victims. Written with award-winning former war reporter Malcolm
Brabant, this is an extremely important book. Brabant's meticulous
research has helped Tova recall her experiences in searing detail. Together
they have painstakingly recreated Tova's extraordinary story about the
world's worst ever crime.
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Agent: Elizabeth Sheinkman

Publisher: Canongate

Editor: Francis Bickmore

Publication: October 2023

Material available:

Full unedited manuscript

Previous publishers:

Arabic (Al-Kamel Verlag)

Chinese complex (Ecus Cultural 

Enterprise)

Chinese simplified (Horizon 

Books)
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Danish (HR Ferdinand)
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Jennifer Clement is the President of PEN International
and the first woman to be elected since the organization
was founded. She studied English Literature and
Athropology at New York University and also studied
French Literature in Paris. She has an MFA in Fiction from
the Stonecoast MFA program at USM. Her latest novel,
Gun Love, was published in 2018.

THE PROMISED PARTY
A Memoir 
Jennifer Clement

Non-Fiction

*Critically acclaimed author of Gun Love (National Book Award 
Finalist) Prayers for the Stolen (recently adapted into an Oscar 
nominated film) and Widow Basquiat, (soon to be adapted by 

Steven Spielberg)*

“One of our most inventive novelists. There’s no telling what
she’ll see. Whatever it is, it’s something right in front of us,
but—here is the magic trick—something we have never before
seen” Rick Bass

“Stunningly lyrical . . . Original, insightful, and engrossing”
Publishers Weekly

“Compelling . . . just beautiful . . . really, really beautiful.”
Diane Rehm, NPR

Clement’s fascinating and matchless memoir covers her
childhood at the end of a golden age in Mexico to a world
still enveloped by the surrealists and communism with
personalities such as Frida Kahlo and Diego Rivera as well
as the complex dictatorships and revolutions in Latin
America. Written in the short, poetic chapters, Clement also
takes us to her young adulthood in New York City where she
became a part of the NYC art scene of the early 1980s and
the world of Jean-Michel Basquiat. This memoir is a prequel
to Clement’s memoir Widow Basquiat on Jean-Michel
Basquiat and NYC in the early 1980s, published to high
praise.

Clement’s unique life joins the worlds of Frida Kahlo and
Mexico City to the worlds of Jean-Michel Basquiat and New
York City.
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Japanese co-agent:
The English Agency

Previous Title:
Wild Thing

GEORGE HARRISON
The Reluctant Beatle
Philip Norman 

Non-Fiction

‘You’ve got him’ – George’s first wife, Pattie Boyd

‘You have taken your readers right down the steps and into
the Cavern as it really was’ -Bill Harry, close friend and
promoter of the early Beatles, and editor of Mersey Beat

Following his best-selling biographies of John Lennon (‘a mammoth,
haunting, terrific piece of work’ – New York Times) and Paul
McCartney (‘gets closer than anyone has yet’– Rolling Stone ) Philip
Norman turns to their companion in the band whose fame has so
outgrown all others’ that it’s now almost a global religion.

Towards the end of George Harrison’s tragically-curtailed life, he
took to calling himself ‘the economy-class Beatle’, seemingly
resigned to seeing Lennon and McCartney ushered to special seats
on the flight deck - though, despite having found fulfilment in other
ways, he never quite stopped resenting it.

Yet, Harrison proved himself a First Class talent by writing some of
the band’s best known songs: ‘While My Guitar Gently Weeps’,‘Here
Comes The Sun’, ‘Something’ and ‘My Sweet Lord’. As a guitarist,
he indisputably belongs in the Sixties’ pantheon of six-string
superheroes with Eric Clapton, Jimi Hendrix, Keith Richards, Jeff
Beck and Jimmy Page. He was admired, often loved, by musicians
of every stripe and entertainers in many other spheres. Yet in the
public consciousness he remains a remote, prickly figure whose
fascination with Indian music and Hindu philosophy seemed to rob
him of the Beatles’ charm and wit and magical lightness of touch.

This new autobiography comes with a guarantee of the ‘dead-on
insights’ (WABC radio), ‘gleaming prose’ (The Guardian) and humour
– that most sadly-mislaid aspect of George – with which Norman
has lifted pop music and culture into the realm of literature.

Philip Norman is a novelist, biographer, journalist, and
playwright. He is the author of the bestselling
biography John Lennon: The Life and the history of The
Beatles Shout!: The Beatles in Their Generation. Norman has
also published biographies of Buddy Holly, the Rolling
Stones, and Elton John, as well as six works of fiction and
two plays, The Man That Got Away and Words of Love. His
work has been translated into 18 languages.
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Agent: Caroline Michel

UK publisher: Penguin

UK editor: Rebecca Gray

US publisher: Hachette

US editor: Lauren Marino  

Publication: September 2022

Length: 368 pages

Material available:

Full edited manuscript

READY FOR ABSOLUTELY
NOTHING
Susannah Constantine

Non-Fiction

If you think you know Susannah Constantine, you may be
surprised to learn the truth. That she made her name as a
'style guru' from What Not to Wear is actually the least
interesting thing about her.

Hers is a tale full to the brim with extraordinary anecdotes.
From lavatory dramas with Princess Margaret, to behind-
the-scenes power struggles between Thatcher and the
Queen at Balmoral and eye-opening sex-club etiquette with
pop royalty - her social landscape has been nothing, if not
varied.

But appearances are deceptive and beneath it all, life had a
darker side: her mother's bipolar disorder, her father's
inability to cope and her own subsequent alcoholism.
Somehow, she had to forge her own life, away from the
expectations of others.

Told with gobsmacking honesty and great dollops of
humour, Ready For Absolutely Nothing is essential reading for
anyone who loves a good memoir but secretly just wants to
read the naughty bits.
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Susannah Constantine is a novelist, presenter,
fashion journalist and podcaster with over 25 years
experience in the media. She met Trinny Woodall in 1994
and both wrote a weekly fashion column, Ready to Wear for
7 years in The Daily Telegraph. They were commissioned
by BBC Two to host the style series, What Not to Wear,
from 2001 to 2005. She made regular appearances as a
style advisor on The Oprah Winfrey Show. Her second
book, What Not to Wear, won her a prestigious British Book
Award and sold 670,000 copies.

'Absolutely brilliant’ Elton John

‘Wonderfully written, very funny, but more than anything completely 
genuine’ Lady Anne Glenconner, author of Lady in Waiting

Rock stars to royalty, society to sobriety, get to know the real 
Susannah Constantine in the most hotly anticipated memoir of 2022

Japanese co-agent
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Agent: Tim Bates

UK publisher: Transworld

UK editor: Henry Vines

Publication: August 2023

Length: TBC

Material available:

Full unedited manuscript 

available December 2022

Rights Sold: 

Polish (SQN) 

Russian (AST)

SURVIVING TO DRIVE
A Year in Formula One
Guenther Steiner

Non-Fiction

In Surviving to Drive Guenther Steiner will take us behind
the scenes and into the pitlane to give the reader an
unobstructed view of life in an F1 team, for the entirety of a
season.

This will be the first time that an F1 Team has allowed an
acting team principal to tell the full story of a whole season.
And 2021-22 promises to be a tumultuous and fascinating
season, as the new rule changes come into place, levelling
the playing field for the benefit of smaller, indie teams like
Haas.

Guenther Steiner is a cult hero: knowledgeable, passionate,
approachable, joyfully eccentric and unashamedly honest
and outspoken.

Surviving to Drive will a fascinating and hugely entertaining
and insightful account of the realities of running an F1
team. Written as a weekly diary and in real time, Surviving
to Drive will be an emotional roller-coaster worthy of the
most dramatic Grand Prix. Uncompromising and searingly
honest, it will put the reader squarely in Guenther’s shoes
and give then a unique understanding of what it takes to
thrive in one of sport’s most coveted yet pressurised
positions.
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Guenther Steiner is one of F1’s biggest and best-
known characters, who is also now known to millions
because of his show-stealing appearances on Netflix’s
hugely popular fly on the wall series, Drive to Survive
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Agent: Caroline Michel

UK publisher: Ebury

UK editor: Emily Brickell

Publication: October 2022

Length: 272 pages

Material available:

Full edited manuscript

WHAT’S  YOUR  VIBE
Tuning Into Your Best Life
Craig David 

Non-Fiction

‘Charming, profound and honest; a beautiful insight into
Craig's life.’ Steven Bartlett

‘A true lesson in the power of positivity and learning
from life's ups and downs.’ Fearne Cotton

I'm still learning, still making mistakes, but I feel ready now - after a
lot of twists and turns along the way - to share my journey with you..

In his much-anticipated first book, celebrated singer-songwriter
Craig David takes us on a journey of connecting, disconnecting
and reconnecting, weaving together stories of his life and music
- starting with his early days in Southampton working with The
Artful Dodger, to his overnight chart-topping success, through
to the present day, and everything in between.

This is Craig as we've never seen him before - the always-
positive showman, baring his soul for the first time.

From physical pain, lost love, public humiliation and depression,
Craig takes us past his comfort zone, in a raw, honest and
courageous account of his own lived experience. In opening up
about how he overcame these obstacles, Craig shares his insight
and provides practical advice that will help us to navigate the
daily challenges we all face.

This is Craig's story of how he learned to tune into his best life.
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Craig David is a critically acclaimed British singer-
songwriter. Aged 18, he burst onto the scene with the
garage classic 'Rewind' and, following the phenomenal
success of his debut album Born To Do It, he has continued
to top the charts over the past 22 years, amassing 17
million album sales and over 1 billion streams. Through his
unique blend of R&B, garage, dance and pop, he has
received 14 Brit Award nominations, two Grammy
nominations, four MOBO awards, three Ivor Novellos
honouring his song writing and, most recently, an MBE for
his services to music. Craig remains one of the UK's most
loved performers and is at the helm of his own distinctive,
authentically British sound.



Agent: Tim Bates

Publisher: Fourth Estate 

Editor: Louise Haines 

Publication: Autumn 2023

Length: 100,000

Material available:

Full unedited manuscript 

delivered January 2023

Jeremy King, with his partner Chris Corbin, has created
and run some of our most iconic restaurants, including Le
Caprice, The Ivy, J Sheekey, The Wolseley, The Delaunay
and Brasserie Zedel.

FOOD FOR THOUGHT 
Lessons From A Life In Restaurants
Jeremy King 

Non-Fiction

Jeremy King is one of the world’s leading

restaurateurs. In this brilliant new book Jeremy

shares wit and wisdom from his 40-year career and

gives us deep insight into some of life’s most

intriguing issues.

Food For Thought will provide a series of life lessons,

applicable to all, from Jeremy’s career in restaurants,

based on his belief that everything we need to know

and learn about life can be learned through

restaurants and hospitality.

From Altruism to Decision-making, and from

Mentoring to Delegation, Jeremy covers a

fascinating range of topics, all elaborated with witty

anecdotes and sharp analysis. With a dazzling cast

of characters, including Lauren Bacall, Princess

Diana, Madonna and Lucien Freud, Food For

Thought will appeal to the leadership and business

market as well as to the general reader looking for

insight into the behind-the-scenes workings of an

extraordinary world.
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Agent: Annabel Merullo

Publisher: Duckworth Books

Editor: Rowan Cope

Publication: Spring 2023

Length: 90,000 words

Material available:

Full unedited manuscript

Jonathan Hollins is a practicing veterinary surgeon
on the British Overseas Territories of the South Atlantic.
His upbringing and background were the inspiration
behind 4 short stories broadcast on BBC Radio 4. He has
also made several recordings for the BBC Radio 4 Food
Programme and a number of half hour travelogues. He has
written for The Independent, The Telegraph, and The
Financial Times.

THE VET AT THE END OF THE EARTH
Jonathan Hollins 

Non-Fiction
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English vet Jonathan Hollins lives and works on the

colourful islands of the South Atlantic, where the wild and

wonderful native animals stretch his professional skills to

meet unique and bewildering demands. The Vet At The End

of the Earth pulls together some of Jonathan’s most

colourful and bizarre cases and experiences, from the

complexities of looking after the world’s oldest known

living land animal (Jonathon the giant tortoise), pursuing a

seemingly mythical beast, and rescuing a herd of dying

reindeer, through to winching bulls off a sea-tossed fishing

vessel, using the last true Royal Mail Ship as an ark, and

treating terminally ill Patagonian Toothfish.

As well as teeming with strange and brilliant creatures, his

stories are steeped in local culture and history, and peopled

by the uniquely diverse characters that populate the

islands, as far removed from the hustle and bustle of

modern-day life as could be imagined.

Jonathan’s nail-biting, hilarious and moving exploits

promise to captivate anyone with a love for animals,

nature, biology or geography, and will transport you to

parts of the world – and parts of the animal kingdom – that

you’d never imagined.

Japanese co-agent
To be confirmed



Agent: Annabel Merullo

Material available: 

Proposal

On submission Autumn 2022

THE UNINVITED
A Child’s Witness to the Holocaust
Malka Levine

Non-Fiction
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Japanese co-agent
To be confirmed

The Uninvited tells the incredible story of Malka Fischmann
who was just 3 years old when she began her long tortuous
journey from a Ukrainian Jewish ghetto to safety and
freedom. Out of the 25,000 souls only 30 survived. She was
one of them.

Having endured the loss of her father and grandmother in
the early Nazi pogroms, Malka and her two elder brothers
were queuing with their mother to be taken off in trucks to
their deaths when they were saved by the chance
intervention of a kind German.

So began an unbelievable game of cat-and-mouse;
constantly fleeing from one hiding place to another, even
spending nine months in a dug out pit beneath a barn
inches away from Nazi soldiers. But Malka and her family
encountered the best of humanity as well as the worst: one
such saviour was a Christian farmer who agreed to shelter
their Jewish family, even though he knew full well the
consequences of being caught, not only for them but also
for himself, his family and his entire village; it was not until
the author was reunited with her saviour 50 years later that
she found out the incredible reason why.

This compelling story of how a child survived the Final
Solution is unique in its details and in what it reveals about
human nature: some of the people described are
thoroughly good; many are thoroughly evil, but most are
absorbingly conflicted, torn between right and wrong and
faced with unimaginable dilemmas.

Malka later married a journalist and moved to Britain,
where she has lived ever since.



Agent: Adam Gauntlett

UK publisher: W&N

UK editor: Maddy Price

US publisher: Knopf

US editor: Victoria Wilson 

Publication: April 2023

Length: 272 pages

Material available:

Full edited manuscript

Rights sold: 

Russian (AST)

A LOVE THAT KILLS
Stories of Forensic Psychology and Female 
Violence
Anna Motz

Non-Fiction

Introducing us to ten ordinary women who came to commit
extreme acts, Anna Motz sheds light on women's capacity
for violence. She takes the reader on a journey into
psychotherapy, uncovering their motives and the fault lines
in their psyche that led to their crimes. We meet Mary, who
turned to arson after her son was taken into care, Maja,
whose fantasy life led to her stalking an ex-boyfriend, and
Dolores, whose terrible crime is unimaginable to most
people.

Always treating her patients with care and compassion,
despite often struggling to process the details of their
deeds, Motz explores the dance between patient and
therapist, the tortuous pathways to recovery and
understanding, how society treats women who commit
terrible crimes, and offers the reader a rare glimpse inside
the world of the forensic psychotherapist.
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Anna Motz is a Consultant Clinical and Forensic
Psychologist and Psychoanalytic Psychotherapist who has
worked in forensic settings for the NHS for 30 years,
specialising in evaluation and psychotherapeutic work
with criminalised women. Anna currently works for
Central and North West London NHS Trust within HMP
Bronzefield. She is the author of The Psychology of Female
Violence: Crimes Against the Body (Routledge, 2008), Toxic
Couples: The Psychology of Domestic Violence (Routledge,
2014).

‘Moving in its compassion and hopeful in its message
that it is possible to break the connection between
trauma and violence.’ Gwen Adshead, author of The Devil
You Know

‘Compelling…Anna Motz, one of the most experienced of
the world's forensic psychologists, examines complex
criminal cases involving women. Insightful, brilliant and
illuminating, she reveals the unspoken truth about
women and violence’ Baroness Helena QC

Japanese co-agent
Japan Uni



Agent: Adam Gauntlett

Publisher: W&N

Editor: Jenny Lord

Publication: Spring 2025

Material available:

Proposal

Dr Charlotte Proudman is an award-winning barrister

at Goldsmith Chambers, a Fellow at Queen’s College,
Cambridge where she lectures on gender inequality under the
law, and a regular contributor to the Guardian and the
Independent. Charlotte was instrumental in drafting legislation
that resulted in raising the age of marriage from 16 to 18,
criminalising virginity testing and hymenoplasty, amendments
to the Domestic Abuse Bill, introducing FGM Protection Orders
and criminalising forced marriage. She is a legal advisor to Our
Streets Now and Plan UK, a campaign to criminalise sexual
harassment and Bloody Good Period, which seeks to make
period products freely available.

HE SAID SHE SAID
Dr Charlotte Proudman

Non-Fiction

In the family court, traumatised women seek safety and
justice, often to find only disdain and cruel insensitivity.
Survivors of sexual, physical and emotional violence are called
liars because they lack evidence for their claims, and deemed
unreliable witnesses compared to the men who abused them.
They are forced to recall the worst moments of their lives in
excruciating detail, sometimes face-to-face with their violent
ex, and always confronted with a lawyer who will do anything
to destroy their story.

Barrister Charlotte Proudman has represented countless
women in cases spanning domestic abuse, child abduction,
forced marriage and female genital mutilation. She has seen
first-hand how the family court deepens the trauma of
vulnerable women, staking their futures on the biases of
individual judges and forcing them to endure the torture of a
judicial process that stretches over months and sometimes
years.

Drawing on shocking real-life cases, Charlotte lays bare the
extent of misogyny and victim-blaming that infects our justice
system: the court’s impulse to believe a man at all costs and to
discredit a woman for any reason. He Said, She Said is a
searing indictment of a broken and biased system, and a
glimpse into the work required to remake it.
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Agent: Kate Evans

Publisher: The Bridge Street 

Press / Little Brown

Editor: Holly Harley

Publication: November 2022

Page extent: 336

Material available:

Full edited manuscript

Rights sold: 

Japanese (Shueisha)

Japanese co-agent: 

Japan Uni Georgina Sturge is one of a team of senior
statisticians at the House of Commons Library, who advise
Members of Parliament on the use of statistics and carry
out research for them. Sturge is an advisor to the Office for
National Statistics and the University of Oxford’s Migration
Observatory. Prior to working at Parliament, she worked as
a primary researcher in the fields of global development,
international migration, social security, poverty and
inequality. She has helped design and carry out primary
data collection through large-scale population surveys in
several countries.

BAD DATA
How Governments, Politicians and the Rest 
of Us Get Misled by Numbers
Georgina Sturge

Non-Fiction

Not all statistics are created equal. Take a look behind the
scenes and you’ll discover that even most official data isn’t the
solid bedrock we think it is. It’s patchy, inconsistent, full of
guesswork and uncertainty – and it’s playing an ever-bigger role
in policy decisions.

Bad Data takes the reader on that behind-the-scenes journey,
guided by House of Commons Library statistician Georgina
Sturge. Revealing the secrets of a world that is usually closed
off, it will show how governments of the past and present have
been led astray by bad data and explain why it is so hard to
count and measure things, and how we could better handle
these problems.

Discover how one Hungarian businessman’s bright idea caused
half a million people to go missing from UK migration statistics.
Find out why it’s possible for two politicians to disagree over
whether poverty has gone up or down, using the same official
numbers, and for both to be right at the same time. And hear
about how policies like ID cards, super-casinos and stopping ex-
convicts from reoffending failed to live up to their promise
because they were based on shaky data.
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Agent: Caroline Michel 

Publisher: Penguin Books ltd

Editor: Martina O’Sullivan

Publication: May 2023

Length: 240 Pages

Material available:

Sample chapters

Full manuscript available 

October 2022

Previous publishers: 

Czech Republic (Dobrovsky) 

Dutch (Het Spectrum) 

Estonian (Kiriastus Pegasus) 

French (Le Cherche Midi) 

German (Droemer) 

Greek (Oceanos) 

Hungarian (HGV) 

Italian (Mondadori) 

Japanese (Futabasha) 

Korean (Chaek-Se-Sang) 

Polish (Studio Astropsychologii) 

Slovenian (Ucila) 

Spanish (Obelisco) 

Swedish (Printz Publishing) 

Taiwanese (China Times) 

Turkish (Pegasus)

Previous titles:

How to be Human

And Now For the Good News

Ruby Wax is a successful comedian, TV writer and
performer of over 25 years. Ruby additionally holds a
Master's degree in Mindfulness-based Cognitive Therapy
from Oxford University, has spoken at TEDGlobal, and
was awarded an OBE in 2015 for her services to mental
health. She is the author of books Sane New World and A
Mindfulness Guide for the Frazzled and has toured all over
the world with the accompanying one-woman shows.
Both books have reached the number one spot on The
Sunday Times bestsellers list. She has over 150k followers
on Twitter.

I’M NOT AS WELL AS I 
THOUGHT I WAS
Ruby Wax

Non-Fiction

Bestselling author and comedian, Ruby Wax, takes a
candid, dark, and witty dive through her life and personal
experiences with mental health, providing solace and
advice for anyone out there who realises they aren't as well
as they thought they were.

Checking into a psychiatric institution wasn't exactly on
Ruby Wax's agenda for 2022 - writing about it wasn't either,
but here we are. These days, trying to stay sane in a
completely chaotic world makes life incredibly difficult,
especially if you're struggling with your mental health.
While searching for inner peace and equanimity amidst
global chaos, Ruby realises that, ultimately, the most
challenging gauntlet we all must face is ourselves.

I'm Not as Well as I Thought I Was is Ruby's most honest,
rawest book to date - an insight into the depths of her
psyche, and a stark exploration of what trauma can do to
someone. Reflecting on years of personal and professional
experience, she opens up to readers about her struggles
with mental health and different treatments over the years,
hoping to provide reassurance and guidance to anyone
confronting their own anticipated, or unanticipated,
struggles with mental health
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Agent: Kate Evans

Publisher: Simon & Schuster

Editor: Alison Macdonald

Publication: June 2023

Length: 70,000 words

Material available: 

Full unedited manuscript 

October 2022

Previous publishers:
Chinese (CITIC)

Dutch (HarperCollins) 
Estonia (Aripaev) 

German (Penguin Verlag) 
Polish (Wielka Litera)  

Portuguese, Portugal (Objectiva) 
Russian (Eksmo) 

Romanian (Litera) 
Spanish (Diana/Planeta)

Taiwanese (Business Weekly)

Japanese co-agent
To be confirmed

Previous Title:

A Manual for Being Human

Dr Sophie Mort has a bachelor's degree in psychology, a masters
in neuroscience and a doctorate in clinical psychology and is one of
the few clinical psychologists in the world taking psychology out of
the therapy room. Since 2018 she has helped thousands manage their
emotional wellbeing by sharing her psychological expertise on
Instagram, on her blog and through her online private practice. Sophie
is an expert for the mindfulness app Happy Not Perfect and has been
featured in global outlets including Vice Magazine, Girlboss, Psych
Central and Teen Vogue. (Un)Stuck is her second book.

(UN)STUCK
Five Ways to Break Bad Habits and Get Out 
of Your Own Way
Dr Sophie Mort 

Non-Fiction

‘Clear, accessible, wise advice for modern minds’ Matt
Haig

‘Crucial and life changing’ Scarlett Curtis

‘Absolutely brilliant. A gold mind of coping skills to get
us through life.’ Dr Julie Smith

Do you feel stuck in a rut and that you keep getting in your
own way? Or maybe you have an idea of the version of
yourself you want to be – self-assured, happy and thriving –
but getting there seems impossible?

Drawing on her expertise as a clinical psychologist with a
masters in neuroscience, Sunday Times bestselling author,
Dr Sophie shares the science of habit formation to help you
understand your patterns of behaviour and start living the
life you want.

Packed full of practical tips, exercises, real-life examples
and ‘unsticking points’, Dr Sophie breaks down the five
reasons you’re stuck and gives you the tools to break bad
habits and cultivate better ones, hack the heuristics that are
holding you back, stop self-sabotaging, recognise the
unconscious games you play and understand the long-
lasting legacy of intergenerational beliefs.
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Agent: Elizabeth Sheinkman

Publisher: Penguin Life

Editor: Jamie Birkett

Publication: January 2024

Page extent: 336

Material available:

Proposal

Previous publishers:

Arabic (Arab Scientific 

Publishers)

Chinese simplified (Chongqing 

UP) 

Chinese complex (Gusa

publishing)

Estonian (Tanapaev)

Italian (Vallardi)

Korean (Hyeonamsa)

Russian (Labrint)

Turkish (Epsilon)

Ukrainian (Fors)

Japanese co-agent: 

Japan Uni

Previous Title:

Why We Eat (Too Much)

Andrew Jenkinson is a Consultant in Bariatric (weight
loss) & General Surgery at the prestigious University
College London Hospital, part of UCL. He qualified from
Southampton Medical School & soon afterwards was
awarded the Fellowship of the Royal College of Surgeons.
After completing a Master of Surgery thesis in
Laparoscopic Surgery he moved to the Homerton Hospital
in Hackney, helping to build it into the busiest bariatric
unit in London. He has travelled the globe presenting his
research & teaching bariatric surgery.

HOW TO EAT 
(AND STILL LOSE WEIGHT)
Andrew Jenkinson 

Non-Fiction
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From the bestselling author of Why We Eat (Too Much): The
New Science of Appetite, comes a follow-up book offering a
practical guide to healthy eating and demonstrating how,
with a greater understanding of the brain and body, and of
the obesogenic environment around us, we can eat well
and still lose weight over the long term, based on the
author’s scientific research and his success as one of the
UK’s leading bariatric surgeons and obesity experts.

Introducing new insights into how modern food affects our
behaviour and habits through reward pathways, and how
our food environment influences these habits. Once we
understand how modern food affects our minds and bodies
the book steers the reader through how to change old
eating habits, explaining what to eat, when to eat and how
to prepare food. The book is aimed not only at people who
struggle with their weight but a wider audience of people
suffering with new diseases caused by our modern diet,
and by readers who want to avoid these diseases, and stay
healthy in the future.

By offering readers a science-based understanding of the
interaction between food, the brain and the body, How to
Eat will help us tackle emotional eating, change dietary
habits and make logical behavioral changes that do NOT
require excessive willpower.



Agent: Elizabeth Sheinkman

Publisher: Random House 

Business

Editor: Rowan Borchers

Publication: September 2021

Length: 323 pages

Material available:

Full edited manuscript

Rights sold:

Chinese (Big Apple)

German (Plassen)

Korean (Duran Kim Chungrim)

Polish (Wydawnictwo Literackie)

Romanian (Curtea Veche)

Russian (Mann, Ivanov & 

Ferber)

Azeem Azhar is the creator of Exponential View
(www.exponentialview.co), one of the world's leading
platforms for understanding the impact of technology on
society. His weekly newsletter is read by 200,000 people
from around the world, and his chart-topping podcast has
featured guests including Yuval Noah Harari, Tony Blair
and Reid Hoffman. The founder of a number of tech
companies, Azhar is an active startup investor and has
advised the World Economic Forum, McKinsey and
Accenture. He is a contributor to the Financial Times,
Wired and the MIT Technology Review.

EXPONENTIAL
Order and Chaos in an Age of Accelerating 
Technology
Azeem Azhar

Non-Fiction

As technology accelerates, the human mind struggles to
keep up - and our companies, workplaces and democracies
get left behind. This is the exponential gap.

Now, a leading technologist explores how this exponential
gap is rewiring our world - and reveals how we should
respond.
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The Times and Financial Times Book of the Year

'The sheer might of technology giants is one of the great 
challenges of our time . . . Azeem Azhar's excellent book 
Exponential offers some solutions' Amol Rajan, BBC News

'Azhar has a knack for interrogating and inverting 
conventional’ Economist

'Speaks powerfully about how we need to shape 
technology to put it back in the service of society' 
Guardian

'Valuable and timely . . . A diligent and comprehensive 
definition of a new phase in human affairs' Sunday Times

Japanese co-agent
To be confirmed



Agent: Caroline Michel

Publisher: Welbeck

Editor: Wayne Davies

Publication: January 2023

Length: 40,000 words

Material available:

Full unedited manuscript

Previous publishers:

Albanian (Dulda) 

Arabic (Jarir)

Bulgarian (Soft Press)  

Chinese simplified (Xiron)

Chinese complex (Yuan Liou) 

Czech (Eastone) 

Danish (Spinx) 

Estonian (Fookus)  

French (Marabout) 

German (Goldmann) 

Greek (Alkyon) 

Hungarian (Hangoskonyv) 

India (Mehta) 

Indonesian (Matahati) 

Italian (ROI Edizione)

Japanese (Softbank) 

Korean (Woongjin) 

Latvian (Avos)  

Lithuanian (Alma)  

Norwegian (Practical Joy)  

Polish (Gruner and Jahr)  

Portuguese, Brazil (Sextante)

Portuguese, Portugal (Lua de Papel) 

Romania (Litera)  

Russian (AST)  

Serbian (Alnari) 

Slovakian (Eastone) 

Spanish (Espasa) 

Swedish (Forum)  

Thai (Tree) 

Turkish (Pegasus)

FREEDOM FROM ANXIETY
Paul McKenna 

Non-Fiction

New Book from Internationally Bestselling Author

Do you want to stop worrying?

Do you want to be able to make yourself calm whenever you want?

Do you want to slow down your racing mind?

Do you want to turn off fear and turn on peace?

Do you want to relax deeply and feel happy?

Then let Paul McKenna help you!

Over more than three decades, Paul McKenna has helped more
than ten million people to improve their lives with hypnosis,
NLP and Havening. Using the latest psychological techniques,
Paul will help you train your mind and body, step-by-step, to
quickly learn how to control feelings of anxiety and experience
deep calm within yourself - to no longer feel overwhelmed by
stress, worry, fear and panic, so you can live a calmer, more
joyful life.

This book comes with 12 audio techniques that you can
download, so Paul will be there for you 24 hours a day to help
you get calm and feel in control. It also comes with a hypnotic
trance that will re-wire your subconscious mind to relax you, so
you can think clearly and feel good in all the various situations
in life, without anxiety and panic-free, so rather than dreading
the future, you can look forward to every day feeling in control.
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Paul McKenna was named by The Sunday Times as one of

the most important modern gurus alongside Nelson Mandela
and the Dalai Lama. He is one of the world’s bestselling self-
help authors, having sold over 12 million books in the last
decade, drawing acclaim from Hollywood movie stars,
Olympic gold medalists, rock stars, leading business achievers,
and royalty. Paul has helped millions of people successfully quit
smoking, lose weight, overcome insomnia, eliminate stress,
and increase self-confidence. In recent years, as a therapist, he
has specialized in helping people with trauma, PTSD and
depression and has been involved in researching these areas.
He is regularly watched on TV by millions of people around
the world and is an internationally renowned motivational
speaker.Japanese co-agent

The English Agency



Dr. Julia F. Christensen is a Danish neuroscientist
and former dancer currently working as a senior scientist
at the Max-Planck-Institute for Empirical Aesthetics in
Germany. She studied psychology, human evolution, and
neuroscience in France, Spain and the UK. Her research
on dance and the brain is published regularly in
international scientific journals and has featured in the New
York Times, the Washington Post, and the Frankfurter
Allgemeine Zeitung. She co-authored the Dancing Is the Best
Medicine which was published in four languages and
became a Bestseller in Germany.

PATHWAY TO FLOW
A Neuroscientist’s Guide To Lasting Calm and
A Happy, Focused Mind
Dr. Julia F. Christensen 

Non-Fiction

A fascinating, meticulously researched guide to why the
mind becomes restless, where it finds peace and how we
can find a reliable shortcut to a state of peace, calm, and
productivity using a surprising tool.

Aided by cutting edge neuroscience and a close look at
artistic impulses humans have embraced for thousands of
years, we will learn to guide our wandering minds into
healthy, peaceful, sustainable thought patterns, to make us
calmer, more productive – and even more likable. This is
an easy-to read, science-backed guide, with actionable
advice for banishing intrusive thoughts, anxiety, and a lack
of focus with a simple, accessible solution.

Engaging with art- whether it be dancing, painting, sewing,
sketching, playing the guitar or reading poetry- is now
proven to activate systems in the brain that produce a
sense of all-encompassing calm. In fact, regular artistic
practice is found to train our brains in such a way that it
becomes possible to access that flow state even when
we’re nowhere near a paintbrush or a book.
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Agent: Kate Evans

Material available:

Proposal

Sample chapter

On submission Autumn 2022

Previous publishers:

English (Greywolf) 

German (Rowohlt) 

Korean (Book 21) 

Spanish (Ediciones Obelisco) 

Japanese co-agent
To be confirmed



Agent: Caroline Michel

Publisher: Hodder

Editor: Rowena Webb

Publication: June 2022

Length: 368 pages

Material available:
Full edited manuscript

Previous publishers:
Albanian (Botat)

Chinese simplified (Hunan 
Science and Technology)

Japanese (Nippon Jitsugyo 
Publishing)

Korean (Rok Media)
Portuguese, Portugal (Temas e 

Debates)
Russian (Eskmo) 

Taiwanese (Babel)

Dr Hannah Critchlow is an internationally-acclaimed
neuroscientist who demystifies the human brain &
behaviour. Hannah has co-presented BBC’s Tomorrow’s
World Live, BBC2 Family Brain Games and Channel 4’s Secret
Lives series. She has authored Consciousness: A Ladybird
Expert Guide (Penguin, 2018), and The Sunday Times
Bestseller, The Science of Fate (Hodder, 2019). A judge of the
Wellcome Trust Science Book Prize, Hannah’s work saw her
listed as one of Cambridge University’s most ‘inspirational
and successful women in science’ and named in the Science
Council's UK Top 100.

JOINED-UP THINKING
The Science of Collective Intelligence
Dr Hannah Critchlow 

Non-Fiction

Sunday Times top ten bestselling author and neuroscientist
Hannah Critchlow, brilliantly illuminates the new science of
collective intelligence, showing how it can work to improve
our lives and help solve the huge global challenges
confronting us.

At a time of existential global challenges, how do we create
genius environments, help our brains flourish and boost
group thinking?

Hannah Critchlow shows how two heads can be better than
one. Almost everything we’ve ever achieved has been done
by groups working together, sometimes across time and
space. Like a hive of bees, or a flock of birds, our naturally
social, interconnected brains are designed to function best
collectively.

New technology is helping us share our wisdom and
knowledge much more diversely across race, class, gender
and borders. And AI is sparking a revolution in our
approach to intelligent thinking – linking us into fast-
working brain-nets for problem solving.

‘A timely and engaging book about human intelligence

and the challenges our brains face in the twenty-first

century. It will make you think. It might even change for

the better the way you think.’ Ian Rankin

‘A lively examination of communal endeavour...

important and correct' Steven Poole, The Guardian
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Previous title:
The Science of Fate



Agent: Kate Evans 

Publisher: Piaktus Books

Editor: Jillian Young

Length: 320 pages 

Publication: September 2023

Material available:

Proposal

Zoë Desmond is single mother to Billy (6) and Founder and

CEO of Frolo, the online hub that supports and empowers single

parents. Frolo has been featured widely throughout the media -

Grazia, Sky News, Hello Magazine – as well as winning Social Media

app of the Year award in the UK APP AWARDS in 2021.

Rebecca Cox, single mother of son Jack (6) and founder of The

Single Mother Edit has written on single motherhood for

publications including The Evening Standard, Grazia and Harper’s

Bazaar. She is a journalist with over a decade of experience and is

the former online editor of Glamour UK and current online editor

of Country & Town House..

HOW TO BE A (HAPPY) SINGLE 
PARENT
Rebecca Cox and Zoë Desmond 

Non-Fiction

The book that gives practical, actionable advice for building a
life that works for you whether you’re newly-single, about-to-be-
single, widow-or-widower, or single-and-considering-becoming-
a-solo-parent-by-choice.

Your guide to navigating the highs, lows, and hurdles of new
solo parenthood. Tackle the overwhelm and uncertainty head
on and give yourself permission to imagine a life that looks
different to the one you thought you’d have… and happier than
you’d ever thought possible.

With practical advice on everything from legal considerations to
coparenting, finances to dating, How to Be A (Happy) Single
Parent is about building a life that is right for you, and your child.

In her work founding the UK’s leading single parent app, Zoë
heard thousands of stories from single parents in all situations
about how lost and lonely those early days are. She has heard
the same questions over and over again and found that while
their backgrounds and their setups may vary, solo parents
everywhere share many of the same concerns.

This is the book for any parent who may be feeling
overwhelmed by the enormity of what you are about to
navigate. It will be the first completely inclusive and practical
book of its kind and offer a lifeline and a starting point for the
hundreds of thousands of people becoming single or solo
parents every single year
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Agent: Caroline Michel

Publisher: Little Brown 

Editor: James Garbutt

Publication: March 2023

Length: 288 pages

Material available:

Full edited manuscript

THE WOUNDED TIGRIS
A River Journey Through the Cradle of 
Civilisation
Leon McCarron

Non-Fiction

The river Tigris is in danger. It has been the lifeblood of
ancient Mesopotamia and modern Iraq, but geopolitics and
climate change have left the birthplace of civilisation at risk of
becoming uninhabitable. In 2021, adventurer Leon McCarron
travelled by boat along the full length of the river, in search of
hope.

From the source, where Assyrian kings had their images
carved into stone, McCarron and his small team journeyed
through the Turkish mountains, across north-east Syria and
into the heart of Iraq. Passing by historic cities like
Diyarbakir, Mosul and Baghdad, McCarron kept the company
of fishermen and farmers, but also artists, activists and
archaeologists who rely on the flow of the river. Occasionally
harassed by militias, often helped by soldiers, McCarron rode
his luck in areas still troubled by ISIS and relied on the
generosity of a network of strangers to reach the Persian Gulf.

Wounded Tigris is the story of what humanity stands to lose
with the death of a great river, and what can be done to try to
save it.
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Leon McCarron is a writer, broadcaster, and adventurer
from Northern Ireland. He is a Fellow of the Royal
Geographical Society and the Abraham Path initiative, and an
Explorer for the North Face. In the last decade he has
travelled over 35,000 miles; cycling around the world,
walking through the largest sand desert on earth, kayaking
the longest river in Iran, and riding across Patagonia on
horseback. In 2019 he led a project to design China's first
long-distance hiking trail, and he is currently working on a
similar endeavour in Iraqi Kurdistan.
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Tom Blass is a journalist and editor specialising in issues

relating to business, law, human rights and foreign policy. He is
editor of World Export Controls Review (WorldECR). Tom has
worked with and written for a broad span of organisations and
publications including The American Lawyer, the International Bar
Association, the Bureau of National Affairs, The Banker Magazine,
the New Statesman, and the BBC. Tom Blass burst onto the
history/travel writing scene with his first book, The Naked Shore.
His biography of the North Sea, published by Bloomsbury in
January 2016, has been widely acclaimed. His second book,
‘Swamp Songs’, is a traveller’s celebration of swamps, marshes,
bogs and other wetlands.

SWAMP SONGS
Journeys Through Marsh, Meadow 
and Other Wetlands
Tom Blass

Non-Fiction

‘Enriching and magical, Tom Blass's writing is a pleasure
to read.’ Donald S. Murray

‘What a joy to roam with Tom Blass through some of
nature's most unjustly maligned and underappreciated
habitats, where webs of life interconnect wildly and
wondrously with human stories. Swamp Songs is a
delicious blend of ecology and culture.’ Amy-Jane Beer

Oozing with bad airs, boggarts and other spirits, the world's
marshes and swamps are often seen as sinister, permanently
twilit – and only partly of this earth. For centuries, they – and
their inhabitants – have been the object of our distrust. We have
tried to drain away their demons and tame them, destroying
their fragile beauty, botany and birdlife, along with the carefully
calibrated lives of those who have come to understand and
thrive in them.

Tom Blass journeys through a series of such watery landscapes,
from Romney Marsh to North Carolina, from Lapland to the
Danube Delta and on to the Bay of Bengal, encountering those
whose very existence has been shaped by wetlands, their myths
and hidden histories. Here are tales of shepherds, smugglers and
salt-gatherers; of mangroves and machismo, frogs and
fishermen. And of carp soup, tiger gods, flamingos and floods.

A dazzling exploration of lives lived on the fringes of civilisation,
Swamp Songs is a vital reappraisal and vibrant celebration of
people and environments closely intertwined.
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Caro Giles is a writer based in Northumberland. Her
words are inspired by her local landscape, the wide empty
beaches and the Cheviot Hills. She writes honestly about
what it means to be a woman, a mother and a carer and
about the value in taking the road less travelled.

TWELVE MOONS
A Year Under A Shared Sky
Caro Giles 

Non-Fiction

‘Powerful, luminous and beautifully written.’ Stephen
Moss

The most beautiful and inspiring memoir you’ll read in
2023

Twelve Moons follows a year spent caught between the
wild sea and the changing moon of the wide
Northumberland skies.

Caro Giles lives on the far edge of the country, with her tribe of
daughters: The Mermaid, The Whirlwind, The Caulbearer and
The Littlest One. She is at once alone and yet surrounded.
Bound by circumstance, financial constraints, illness and the
challenges of single motherhood, she has nowhere to go but the
fierce landscape that surrounds her.

Over the course of the year, the moon becomes her fellow
traveler through dark times, and companion through joyful ones
– and even when the sky is wreathed in cloud, the moon is still
felt in the pull of the tides.

Twelve Moons follows the lunar calendar, each chapter sharing a
month and a moon, and shows the simmering power that lies in
our often-hidden daily lives. A dazzlingly honest memoir that
while never turning away from the awkward truths of life, also
shows how love will flourish if we can only find a space for
ourselves.

Set against windswept beaches and ancient hills, this is a story
steeped in nature and landscape. Since our earliest days,
mankind has looked up at the moon and seen a story reflected
back. Twelve Moons is one of those stories – a book about
finding yourself, your voice and a sense that even in the dark of
the night, we are never truly alone.
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Ben Goldsmith manages Menhaden Plc, a green-themed,
London-listed investment trust. Ben is also an advocate for
rewilding and the recovery of nature in Britain and beyond,
and chairs the Conservation Collective, a growing network of
locally-focused environment foundations. Ben is a Trustee
of the Children’s Investment Fund Foundation (CIFF), a major
philanthropic foundation focused on climate change and
girls’ rights, and chairs the UK Conservative Environment
Network.

GOD IS AN OCTOPUS
Ben Goldsmith

Non-Fiction

On Monday, 8th July 2019, Ben Goldsmith lost his fifteen-
and-a-half-year-old daughter, Iris, in an accident on their
family farm in South Somerset. In the depths of despair, he
found solace in nature, in family, and most of all in his wife
Jemima. Throwing himself into exploring questions about
the soul, and whether it might survive death, Goldsmith
navigates an understanding of return and reincarnation
through a journey back to nature.

Nature becomes a vital source of meaning, hope, and even
joy. This is the story of a year of soul searching after being
felled by a profound loss. In the space of a few seconds,
Goldsmith’s world turned dark. Yet, unbelievably, he found
that the seasons continued to turn, and as wildness began
to rebound in the place where it happened, there was
healing in the nature that hummed all around him.

Reading this book is both earth-shattering and life-
enhancing. It’s a heart-breaking story, which in every
sentence reaches out into the real world, the natural world,
and the spiritual world. It is timeless and moving. Yes, it’s a
story of loss, and not just a personal bereavement, but an
honest story that articulates the unspeakable feelings that
confront us when faced with so much. And yet there is
hope there, too.
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Sarah Ward is the author of the DC Childs crime series, 
set in the Derbyshire Peak District, published by Faber, and 
two gothic thrillers, The Shadowing and The Reckoning, 
published by Trapeze. In addition to writing, Sarah is an 
experienced event chair, Board Member of Derby Book 
Festival and the Crime Writers Association, and a Trustee of 
Friends of Buxton International Festival. She is a Royal Literary 
Fund Fellow at Sheffield University. Sarah is based in 
Derbyshire.

THE BIRTHDAY GIRL
Sarah Ward 

Fiction

An infamous poisoning. A child murderer. What
happens when a killer grows up?

The Birthday Girl is the first book in a new crime series
featuring former-Met police officer Mallory Dawson who
moves to the remote Welsh island of Eldey to take up the
position of night manager at a boutique hotel.

As an odd assortment of guests gather and a storm hits the
island, Mallory’s focus is on trying to keep the guests calm.

Until one night at dinner, one of the guests identifies someone
on the island as Bryony Clive, a former child murderer –
dubbed The Birthday Girl – who became infamous after
poisoning her friends at her eleventh birthday party.

Hours later, the guest is dead and it becomes apparent that
Bryony is up to her old tricks.

As the storm closes in and the body count climbs, Mallory is
in a race against time to work out which of her guests is
Bryony. But as she soon discovers, Eldey has a long history of
holding on to its secrets.
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Dr Ben Alderson-Day is Professor in Psychology and a
Fellow of the Wolfson Research Institute for Health and
Wellbeing at Durham University. A specialist in atypical
cognition and mental health, his work spans cognitive
neuroscience, psychiatry, philosophy, and child
development. He completed his PhD on autism in 2012 at
the University of Edinburgh before joining Hearing the Voice,
an ambitious eight-year project on auditory verbal
hallucinations.

PRESENCE
The Strange Science and True Stories of the 
Unseen Others
Dr Ben Alderson-Day

Non-Fiction

A psychologist's journey to understand one of the most unusual
experiences known to humankind: the universal, disturbing
feeling that someone or something is there when we are alone.

These experiences of sensing a Presence when no one else is
there have been given many names―the Third Man, guardian
angels, shadow figures, “social” hallucinations―and they have
inspired, unsettled, and confounded in equal measure.

While the contexts in which they occur are diverse, they are
united by a distinct and uncanny feeling of visitation by another.
But what does this feeling mean, and where does it come from?
When and why do presences emerge? And how can we even
begin to understand a phenomenon that can be transformative
for those who experience it, and yet so hard to put into words?

The answers to these questions lie in this tour-de-force through
contemporary psychology, psychiatry, neuroscience, and
philosophy. Presence follows Ben Alderson-Day's attempts―as a
psychologist and a researcher―to understand how this
experience is possible. What is a voice when it isn’t heard, and
how otherwise do we know or feel that someone is in our
presence? Is it a hallucination connected to psychosis, a change
in the working of the brain, or something else?

The journey to understand takes us to meet explorers, mediums,
and robots, and step through real, imagined, and virtual
worlds. Presence is the story of who we carry with us, at all
times, as parts of ourselves.
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Dr Octavia Bright is a writer and broadcaster. She co-
hosts "Literary Friction", the literary podcast and NTS
Radio show, with Carrie Plitt, which has run for eight years
and in 2020 had a total of nearly 400,000 downloads. She
has appeared on BBC's "Open Book" show and her BBC
Radio 4 documentary about the novel American
Psycho aired earlier this month. Her writing has been
published in the White Review, Harper’s Bazaar, ELLE,
Wasafiri, Somesuch Stories, and the Sunday Times,
among others.

THIS RAGGED GRACE
A Memoir of Recovery and Renewal
Dr Octavia Bright

Non-Fiction

This Ragged Grace tells the story of Octavia’s journey to
recovery from alcohol addiction, and the parallel story of
her father’s descent into Alzheimer’s. Looking back over
this time, each of the seven chapters explores the feelings
and experiences of the corresponding year of recovery,
tracing the shift in emotion and understanding that comes
with the deepening connection to this new way of life.
Over the course of this seven-year period, life continues
to unfold. Paths are abandoned, people fall ill, waters get
choppy, seemingly impossible things are navigated
without the old fixes.

As Octavia moves between London, the island of
Stromboli, New York, Cornwall and Margate, each place
offers something new but ultimately always delivers the
same message: that wherever you go, you take yourself
with you.
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Sabrina Cohen-Hatton, is one of the most senior
female fire officers in the world. She holds a Masters in
International Fire Service Development and a PhD in
Behavioural Neuroscience. And is recognised as a leading
international expert on risk-critical decision-making in
extreme situations. She has presented her work all over the
world and used her research to change deeply ingrained
national policy. As a Chief Fire Officer, she has attained the
highest rank possible in the UK.

STACKED AGAINST US
The Gender Biases That Hold Women Back 
And How To Break Them
Dr Sabrina Cohen Hatton 

Non-Fiction

Through an exploration of the gender bias that affects the way
our actions are judged, Dr. Sabrina Cohen-Hatton will use both
psychological research and personal narrative to provide insights
into the basis for the disparities between the way the same
actions are judged differently depending on our gender – and in
doing so, will challenge our perceptions of the qualities needed
to be a successful woman.

Dr Cohen-Hatton’s studies have received worldwide acclaim. She
applies expert research skills and understanding of human
psychology to Stacked Against Us to lift the lid on how deeply
ingrained gender stereotypes underlie the everyday interactions
that women experience negatively, but often wrongly blame
themselves for, which feed self-limiting beliefs.

Told from the perspective of a female leader in a male-
dominated profession, it sits alongside other ‘expert’ narrative,
feminist, and non-fiction titles such as Invisible Women and Men
Who Hate Women. The focus on every day, relatable experiences
aim to encourage women to reconsider their perspectives of the
behaviours and actions they are criticised for. This builds on the
approach of books such as How to Fail, by complementing the
everyday experience by offering a more expert narrative
drawing directly on data and research.

Stacked Against Us will be a deep dive into the gender bias

that surrounds success – and a rallying cry to change our

perceptions of successful women.
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Beatrice Searle, originally from Wales, now lives and
works in Glasgow. She trained in Fine Art and apprenticed
in stonemasonry at Lincoln Cathedral. Her
multidisciplinary practice draws on ecological and
geological research to explore how human beings connect
to their landscape and natural environment.

STONE WILL ANSWER
A Journey Guided by Craft, Myth and Geology
Beatrice Searle

Non-Fiction

Part memoir, part meditation on stone and the
transformative power of craft, Stone Will Answer by
Beatrice Searle reveals the author’s intimate
knowledge of stone as a trained stonemason and
explores what stone means to her.

Throughout human history, people and cultures have been
on the move, often taking with them objects that define
and strengthen them.

At 26, Beatrice travelled 1,300 miles across Norway, with a
40-kilo piece of Orkney stone. Stone Will Answer is framed
around this journey and the people she encounters along
the way, as the stone becomes a talisman of sorts, a
bedrock of home, inspired by the ancient ‘Kingship’ stone,
St Magnus’ Boat.

Shot through with insights into the language and inner life
of stone and stories from Beatrice’s own life and work,
Stone Will Answer reflects on solidity and transience,
drawing together elements of geology and ecology,
philosophy, and personal enquiry. It will introduce readers
to the fascinating craft of stonemasonry, while exploring
notions of resilience, belonging, nomadism and knowing
where to plant your feet.
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The Memory Illusion

Making Evil

Bi

Dr Julia Shaw is a criminal psychologist at University
College London, and part of Queer Politics at Princeton
University which works for LGBT+ equality, democracy, and
civil rights. Dr Shaw also has a hit BBC podcast, Bad People.
She is the author of The Memory Illusion, which was
published in 20 languages, and Making Evil, which was a
bestseller in Canada and Germany. She lives in London.

GREEN CRIME
Dr Julia Shaw

Non-Fiction

Green Crime uses true crime stories and social science to
fundamentally redefine our relationship with the planet,
and each other.

Our planet is a crime scene, where there are many ways to
get away with murder.

Green criminology is an emerging field which allows us to
investigate such murders and other crimes from fresh
perspectives, including through an interconnected global
lens and by understanding individual criminal acts. It is a
multi-disciplinary way to understand how and why we are
destroying our own planet. Rooted in Julia’s expertise as a
criminal psychologist, she will take the reader into a world
of ethical nuance and intrigue. Are there “evil” people or
corporations behind climate change? How do we disarm
the biggest threats? While new tech may come and go, the
reasons why people destroy the planet are largely
timeless. Combining various social sciences, and speaking
with green crime experts, she will disentangle and
stabilise our understanding of the human factor in these
dizzyingly large issues.

Framed by true crime stories, each chapter looks at a
different aspect of why people do bad things that impact
our planet on a global scale. This is not just a call to arms;
we have enough people telling us what the problems are.
This is a steadying of understanding, and an application of
the social sciences to elicit real change in the world, and
in our own homes. How can each of us stop committing
crimes against our future and start saving the planet?
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Sarah Tarlow is a British archaeologist and academic.
As professor of historical archaeology at the University of
Leicester, Tarlow is best known for her work on the
archaeology of death and burial. In 2012, Tarlow was
awarded the chair in archaeology at the University of
Leicester.

THE ARCHAEOLOGY OF LOSS
Life, Love and the art of dying
Sarah Tarlow

Non-Fiction

My whole adult life, I have made a study of death.

A stunning blend of the personal and professional, The
Archaeology of Loss is Sarah Tarlow's first memoir. An
accomplished archaeologist, much of Sarah's work is
concerned with the ritual and belief behind the practice of
grief.

In 2012, she was awarded the Chair in Archaeology at the
University of Leicester. But in the years that followed this
appointment, Sarah's husband, Mark, would begin to suffer
from a progressive but undiagnosed illness, finally resulting
in his inability to drive, to walk, to taste or to care for
himself.

Though Sarah had devoted her professional life to the
study of emotion, of how we anticipate and experience
grief, nothing could have prepared her for the realities of
care-giving, of losing someone you love, and the
helplessness attached to both.

A fiercely honest and unique memoir, The Archaeology of
Loss describes a collective experience with an unflinching
and singular gaze and will undoubtedly speak to readers of
The Salt Path and H is for Hawk. Told with humour,
intelligence and urgency, this is an unforgettable piece of
writing.
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Jen Benson is a lifelong runner and has completed more

than 50 marathons and ultramarathons, and the UK Ironman
triathlon. She has a first-class honours degree in podiatry and
gained a distinction in an MSc in sport & exercise medicine at
the University of Exeter, specializing in distance running, and
is currently working on a PhD exploring psychology and
philosophy in running. She has written extensively for the
national press, is a routes editor for Trail Running magazine,
contributors to Runner’s World magazine and is a resident

expert at Women’s Running magazine.

THE PATH WE RUN
The science and stories behind the rise of 
women in ultrarunning 
Jen Benson

Non-Fiction

The world of ultrarunning is a place of uprising. It’s a
place where those with slightly different sets of athletic
skills can flourish, and even dominate. It’s a place where
our psychology doesn’t just support our physiology, it
carries it along.

Though we still very much make up the minority, every year, across
the world, more and more women are lining up at the start line of
ultramarathons. And every year, more and more women are finishing
in the top spots overall. Historically, men have a sizeable head start,
with women’s participation in long distance running being
discouraged or even banned until as recently as the 1980s. But we’re
catching up.

Ultrarunning is filled with inspiring stories of women overcoming the
odds, running hundreds of miles, expressing breast milk for their
babies along the way, and still beating all the men to the finish. As
someone who loves ultrarunning but has never committed to doing it
in the best way I can, I dream of one day running 100 miles in one go.

As a runner, I know that doing this will take me to my deepest
reserves of mental and physical strength. As a scientist, I know the
damage it will do to my body, and the dark places it will take my
mind. But I also know that, as a woman, I am at least as capable as
any man of running 100 miles. In fact, according to the latest
research, I might even be better.

This book is the story of that run. It is the story of my own path, and
the wider story of the many and varied paths other women have run
over the decades. It’s a story of everything I come to learn from the
incredible women who have run before me, and from those who are
running today, drawing inspiration, advice, and courage from them as
I take on my own huge challenge.
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THE PRICE OF TIME
The Real Story of Interest

Edward Chancellor

“The Price of Time is highly readable. The timing and telling of this economic horror story make it 
gripping and persuasive.” -- Emma Duncan, The Times 

*Longlisted for the 2022 Financial Times Business Book of the Year Award*

In The Price of Time, Edward Chancellor traces the history of interest from its origins in ancient
Mesopotamia, through debates about usury in Restoration Britain and John Law ' s ill-fated Mississippi
scheme, to the global credit booms of the twenty-first century. We generally assume that high interest
rates are harmful, but Chancellor argues that, whenever money is too easy, financial markets become
unstable. He takes the story to the present day, when interest rates have sunk lower than at any time in
the five millennia since they were first recorded - including the extraordinary appearance of negative
rates in Europe and Japan - and highlights how this has contributed to profound economic insecurity and
financial fragility.

Chancellor reveals how extremely low interest rates not only create asset price inflation but are also
largely responsible for weak economic growth, rising inequality, zombie companies, elevated debt levels
and the pensions crises that have afflicted the West in recent years - conditions under which economies
cannot possibly thrive. At the same time, easy money in China has inflated an epic real estate bubble,
accompanied by the greatest credit and investment boom in history. As the global financial system edges
closer to yet another crisis, Chancellor shows that only by understanding interest can we hope to face the
challenges ahead.

Edward Chancellor is the author of Devil Take the Hindmost: A History of Financial Speculation
which has been translated into many languages and was a New York Times Book of the Year. After
reading history at Cambridge and Oxford, he worked for Lazard Brothers and until 2014 he was a senior
member of the asset allocation team at GMO. He is currently a columnist for Reuters Breakingviews and
has contributed to the Wall Street Journal, the Financial Times, and others.
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UNFINISHED WOMAN
Robyn Davidson

In 1977, while she was still in her twenties, Robyn Davidson set off with a dog and four camels to cross
1,700 miles of Australian desert to the sea. The undertaking would make her world-famous. What sets a
young woman off on a path like this – thrilling, but often dangerous and lonely? What kept her walking,
and what had she left behind her that meant that she could not look back?

In Unfinished Woman, Davidson embarks on another journey into uncharted territory: the past. In
mesmerising prose, she conjures her childhood in post-war Australia: first a lone cattle station fringed
with barbed wire, then a house called Malabah – where her father sheared sheep by hand while his
daughters stamped it out in the wool press, where Robyn’s sister rode her horse to school, where green
carpet snakes winked down from the ceiling rafters and where the house rippled with the sounds of her
mother’s piano-playing. And then the deadening suburbia of Moreton – where Robyn returned home
from school one afternoon to find that her mother’s music had stopped forever.

Spanning Australian deserts to Indian mountain ranges, sleeping rough in Sydney to the literary high
tables of London, Unfinished Woman is the story of a mother and daughter through time: of their despair
and survival, and their unbreakable bond with a land and a landscape that would define, scar and heal
them. Angry, brave, sad and always beautiful, it is a powerful story of adventure, exile, homecoming –
and a life lived in uncompromising pursuit of freedom.

Robyn Davidson was born on a cattle property in Queensland. She went to Sydney in the late sixties,
then returned to study in Brisbane before going to Alice Springs, where the events that would go on to
form her international bestselling memoir Tracks began. Since then, she has travelled extensively and
has lived in London, New York and India. In the early 1990s she migrated with and wrote about
nomads in north-west India. She is now based in Melbourne but spends several months a year in the
Indian Himalayas.
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ENOUGH 
Scenes from Childhood

Stephen Hough

“Stephen Hough's memoir had me gripped from the beginning [...] riveting and revelatory. Most
memoirs give me far more than I want to know - this is the rare sort that left me urgently
demanding a second volume, a third, a fourth. I loved it.” Philip Pullman

Stephen Hough is indisputably one of the world’s leading pianists, winning global acclaim and
numerous awards.

This memoir recounts his unconventional coming-of-age story, from his beginnings in an unmusical
home in Cheshire, to the main stage of Carnegie Hall in New York aged twenty-one. We read of his
early love affair with the piano, which curdled after a teenage nervous breakdown, failure at school and
watching television six hours a day, engulfed in dreams, seesawing between sexual and religious
obsessions. We meet his supportive, if eccentric, parents – his artistically frustrated father, his
housework-hating mother. We read of the teachers who encouraged and inspired, and others who hit
him on the head screaming, ‘You’ll do nothing with your life.’ Then, finding his way back to the piano
having abandoned plans for an alternative life as a Catholic priest, we see him flourish at the Royal
Northern College of Music and the Juilliard School, beginning his career as an international soloist as
the book ends.

Stephen Hough combines a distinguished career as a pianist with those of composer and writer. He was
named by The Economist as one of Twenty Living Polymaths. He is the winner of numerous awards and
was awarded a knighthood in the Queen's Platinum Jubilee Honours, 2022. Hough has performed with
many of the world’s major orchestras and has given recitals at the most prestigious concert halls. He has
composed works for orchestra, choir, chamber ensemble, singers and solo piano. Author of the award-
winning and highly praised Rough Ideas (Faber), he has written articles for the New York Times, The
Guardian, The Times and many other publications, and wrote a blog for The Telegraph for seven years.
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WINNIE AND NELSON
Portrait of a Marriage

Jonny Steinberg 

One of the most celebrated political leaders of a century, Nelson Mandela has been written about by many
biographers and historians. But in one crucial area, his life remains largely untold: his marriage to Winnie
Madikizela-Mandela.

During his years in prison, Nelson grew ever more in love with an idealized version of his wife, courting
her in his letters as if they were young lovers frozen in time. But Winnie, every bit his political equal, found
herself increasingly estranged from her jailed husband’s politics. Behind his back, she was trying to
orchestrate an armed seizure of power, a path he feared would lead to an endless civil war.

Jonny Steinberg tells the tale of this unique marriage—its longings, its obsessions, its deceits—turning the
course of South African history into a page-turning political biography. Winnie and Nelson is a modern epic
in which trauma doesn’t just affect the couple at its center, but an entire nation. It is also a Shakespearean
drama in which bonds of love and commitment mingle with timeless questions of revolution, such as
whether to seek retribution or a negotiated peace. Told with power and tender emotional insight, Steinberg
reveals how far these forever entwined leaders would go for one another, and also, where they drew the
line. For in the end both knew theirs was not simply a marriage, but a struggle to define anti-apartheid
itself.

Jonny Steinberg is the author of several books about everyday life in the wake of South Africa’s transition
to democracy. A two-time winner of South Africa’s premier nonfiction award and an inaugural winner of
the Donald Windham-Sandy M. Campbell Literature Prize, Steinberg was professor of African Studies at
Oxford University and currently teaches part-time at Yale and at the Wits Institute for Social and Economic
Research (WiSER) in Johannesburg.
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Frank Trentmann is the author of Empire of Things: How We Became a World of Consumers: 15th century
to the present (2016), translated into many languages, winner of the Austrian Science Prize for the best
popular book in the humanities and social sciences, shortlisted for the NDR prize (Germany), Book of the
Year with The Times, The Sunday Times, Times Literary Supplement and BBC History Magazine. His Free
Trade Nation (2009) won the Whitfield Prize of the Royal Historical Society. He is a Professor of History at
Birkbeck College, University of London, and also Professor of the History of Morality at Helsinki University.
He has taught and been a visiting professor and senior fellow at leading American and European universities,
including Princeton, the European University Institute in Florence, and 'École des hautes études en sciences
sociales, Paris. Recent awards and prizes include the Alexander von Humboldt Research Prize

THE GERMANS
1942-2022

Frank Trentmann

First major history that looks at the transformation of German society from the Second World War all the
way to the present war in Ukraine.

How did the German people emerge from totalitarian rule, conquest and mass murder, and where did it take
them?

The book begins with the Holocaust, aerial bombing and Stalingrad, and then follows defeat and
denazification; guilt, shame and limited amends; the division of the country into a democratic West and a
socialist East; the mixed reception of the expellees from the East; conflicts over war and peace; troubled
relations with strangers; the Fall of the Wall and reunification; Germans' difficulty of finding a place in the
world; Germans and money; the family and care; energy and environment; Zeitenwende in 2022.
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Japanese co-agent  for all DGA titles—Japan Uni
Chinese co-agent for all DGA titles—Big Apple
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Jim Crace is the prize-winning author of more than a dozen books, including Continent (winner of the 1986
Whitbread First Novel Award and the Guardian Fiction Prize), Quarantine (1998 Whitbread Novel of the
Year and shortlisted for the Booker Prize), Being Dead (winner of the 2001 National Book Critics Circle
Award), Harvest (shortlisted for the 2013 Man Booker Prize and winner of the International Dublin Literary
Award and the James Tait Black Memorial Prize), and The Melody. His latest novel, eden, was published in
August 2022. He lives in Worcestershire.

eden
Jim Crace

“Powerful . . . the world-buidling in eden is impressive . . . Acclaimed for his stylish writing, Crace does
not disappoint in his new book. The rhythmic, limpid prose, the easy cadence, seem particularly well
suited to depictions of paradise” Irish Times

“No one is better at lending imaginative life to archetypes like this; he remains one of the most
pleasurable stylists alive . . . [eden] sees him at the top of his game” Telegraph

eden opens with a summons. The gardeners of eden are called by their masters, the angels, to see a dead
body. It is that of a bird, a creature who has strayed beyond the garden walls. The garden’s inhabitants live an
eternal and unblemished life – surrounded by bountiful fields, orchards and lakes, a place where the lord’s
bidding is done. But outside, where there is poverty and sickness and death, this bird has met a fate that is
beyond their imagining.

For the gardeners, this summons is a warning. Because something is wrong in eden. Years after the fall of
Adam and Eve, a woman called Tabi has escaped, and the angels fear further rebellion. They know gardener
Ebon and Jamin, the angel with the broken wing, would both follow Tabi anywhere, would risk the world
outside if only they could find her. Perhaps another fall is coming . . .

Deliciously intriguing and utterly propulsive, eden by Jim Crace is both a love story and a song to freedom, a
novel that toys with creation myth and asks, where does authority lie? Who commands fear? And what –
outside of hallowed ground – is an angel but a bird?
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Shehan Karunatilaka is considered one of Sri Lanka’s foremost authors. In addition to his novels, he has
written rock songs, screenplays and travel stories. Karunatilaka emerged on the world literary stage in 2011,
when he won the Commonwealth Prize, the DSL and Gratiaen Prize for his debut novel, Chinaman. His

songs, scripts and stories have been published in Rolling Stone, GQ and National Geographic. Born in Galle,
Sri Lanka, Karunatilaka grew up in Colombo, studied in New Zealand and has lived and worked in London,
Amsterdam and Singapore. He currently lives in Sri Lanka. Shehan Karinatilaka’s novel The Seven Moons of
Maali Almeida was shortlisted for the Booker Prize 2022.

THE SEVEN MOONS OF MAALI ALMEIDA
Shehan Karunatilaka

***Shortlisted for the Booker Prize 2022***

“Outstanding ... the most significant work of Sri Lankan fiction in a decade” New European

“Brilliant ... rollicking ... a pleasure to read. Karunatilaka writes with tinder-dry wit and an
unfaltering ear for prose cadences” Kate McLoughlin, Times Literary Supplement

“Karunatilaka has done artistic justice to a terrible period in his country's history” Guardian

Colombo, 1990. Maali Almeida, war photographer, gambler and closet gay, has woken up dead in what
seems like a celestial visa office. His dismembered body is sinking in the serene Beira lake and he has no
idea who killed him. At a time where scores are settled by death squads, suicide bombers and hired goons, the
list of suspects is depressingly long, as the ghouls and ghosts with grudges who cluster round can attest.

But even in the afterlife, time is running out for Maali. He has seven moons to try and contact the man and
woman he loves most and lead them to a hidden cache of photos that will rock Sri Lanka.

Ten years after his prizewinning novel Chinaman established him as one of Sri Lanka's foremost authors,
Karunatilaka is back with a rip-roaring epic, full of mordant wit and disturbing truths.
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Aanchal Malhotra is a writer and oral historian from New Delhi, India. A co-founder of the Museum of

Material Memory, Malhotra has written two nonfiction books on the human history and generational impact

of the 1947 Partition, titled Remnants of Partition and In the Language of Remembering. The Book of

Everlasting Things is her debut novel.

The Book of Everlasting Things
Aanchal Malhotra

“Magical, illuminating, and thought-provoking! There is true love, longing, loss, and healing inside The
Book of Everlasting Things.” Nguyen Phan Que Mai, internationally bestselling author of The
Mountains Sing

On a January morning in 1938, Samir Vij first locks eyes with Firdaus Khan through the rows of perfume
bottles in his family’s ittar shop in Lahore. Over the years that follow, the perfumer’s apprentice and
calligrapher’s apprentice fall in love with their ancient crafts and with each other, dreaming of the life they
will one day share. But as the struggle for Indian independence gathers force, their beloved city is ravaged by
Partition. Suddenly, they find themselves on opposite sides: Samir, a Hindu, becomes Indian and Firdaus, a
Muslim, becomes Pakistani, their love now forbidden. Severed from one another, Samir and Firdaus make a
series of fateful decisions that will change the course of their lives forever. As their paths spiral away from
each other, they must each decide how much of the past they are willing to let go, and what it will cost them.

Lush, sensuous, and deeply romantic, The Book of Everlasting Things is the story of two lovers and two
nations, split apart by forces beyond their control, yet bound by love and memory. Filled with exquisite
descriptions of perfume and calligraphy, spanning continents and generations, Aanchal Malhotra’s debut
novel is a feast for the senses and the heart..
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Samantha Shannon is a New York Times and Sunday Times bestselling author. She studied English
Language and Literature at St Anne's College, Oxford, from 2010 to 2013, specialising in the poetry of Emily
Dickinson and Principles of Film Criticism. In 2013, at the age of 21, she published The Bone Season. Its first
sequel, The Mime Order, was published in 2015, and the next, The Song Rising, in 2017. The fourth
installment, The Mask Falling, is her most recent work, published in 2021. Her first book outside the series,
The Priory of the Orange Tree, was a finalist in the Lambda Literary Awards 2020. Its prequel, A Day of
Fallen Night, will hit shelves in February 2023. She is currently working on the fifth book in the Bone Season
series.

A DAY OF FALLEN NIGHT
A Roots of Chaos Novel

Samantha Shannon

“A tour de force, and my new absolute favourite epic fantasy.” Laini Taylor, author of Strange the 
Dreamer

Tunuva Melim is a sister of the Priory. For fifty years, she has trained to slay wyrms - but none have
appeared since the Nameless One, and the younger generation is starting to question the Priory's purpose.

To the north, in the Queendom of Inys, Sabran the Ambitious has married the new King of Hróth, narrowly
saving both realms from ruin. Their daughter, Glorian, trails in their shadow - exactly where she wants to be.
The dragons of the East have slept for centuries. Dumai has spent her life in a Seiikinese mountain temple,
trying to wake the gods from their long slumber. Now someone from her mother's past is coming to upend
her fate. When the Dreadmount erupts, bringing with it an age of terror and violence, these women must find
the strength to protect humankind from a devastating threat.

Intricate and epic, A Day of Fallen Night sweeps readers back to the world of A Priory of the Orange Tree,
showing us a course of events that shaped it for generations to come.
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Geetanjali Shree is the author of three novels and several story collections, and her work has been translated
into English, French, German, Serbian and Korean. Shree was born in Mainpuri, India, in 1957. Tomb of
Sand is the first of her books to be published in the UK. She has received and been shortlisted for a number
of awards and fellowships, and currently lives in New Delhi.

TOMB OF SAND
Geetanjali Shree

***Winner of The International Booker Prize 2022***

An urgent yet engaging protest against the destructive impact of borders, whether between religions,
countries or genders.

Translated by Daisy Rockwell.

In northern India, an 80-year-old woman slips into a deep depression at the death of her husband, then
resurfaces to gain a new lease of life. Her determination to fly in the face of convention confuses her
bohemian daughter, who is used to thinking of herself as the more ‘modern’ of the two. To her family’s
consternation, Ma then insists on travelling to Pakistan, confronting the unresolved trauma of her teenage
experiences of Partition. Despite its serious themes, Geetanjali Shree’s light touch and exuberant wordplay
ensures that Tomb of Sand remains constantly playful - and utterly original.
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